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Combination In Restraint of Trade by
Harriman's Mergers Is Left Without
Doubt by Disinterested Witness, v

ONF.
l

PAVLOFF SHOT DOWN IN

OF LIEUTENANT
NOW REMAINS

ST. PETERSBURG STREETS

Negro Troop Business Is Post
ported Because Senator Tillman
Is on Sick List.

Was Known Among the Masses as
Hangman PavlofT and Was
Especially Execrated.

Chicago. Jan.

90.

A

dispatch

CHILD

ARMY FIFTH WHEEL IS
CONTINUED FOR PRESENT,
Washington, Jan. 9. The house to
day considered the army appropria
tions bill. When the paragraph abolishing the grade of lieutenant gen
eral of the army on the active list
when it becomes vacant, was reach
ed. Cooper, of Wisconsin, made
point of order against it, which was SHEEP BREEDERS IN
sustained by the chair.
This leaves
ANNUAL CONFERENCE,
the grade of lieutenant general as it Columbus, O., Jan. 9. In the Great
Is now.
Southern hotel today the annual
meeting of the American Delaine-MarinXEGKO SOLDIER TALK IS
asoclation was held
POSTPONED FOK TILLMAN and wasRecord
very largely attended by
Washington, Jan.
9. When the
breeders of this particular class of
Brownesville resolutions
were laid sheep from
all parts of the states.
before the senate today, discussion The. president
of the association, R.
was postponed until tomorrow on the K. Willis, of Deleware,
in the course
statement of Foraker that Tillman is of the annual address explained
still indisposed and unable to speak. the association was organized by that,
the
consolidation of the different Merino
TO EVANGELIZE TI1E WORLD
of the United
IN TWENTY-FIV- E
YEARS, record associations
Philadelphia. Pa., Jan. 9. Plans to States and its objects were the presN
ervation and publication of the blood
evangelize the world in twenty-fiv- e
years or, at the longest, within a gen lines of American and Delaine-Merin- o
eratlon, are being discussed at the sheep In the United States. All per
thirteenth annual conference of the sons who were owners of this strain
mission boards in the Y. M. C. A of sheep and whose flocks were
building here today. The movement traceable to one or more importations
was originally Inaugurated by some of these sheep into this country prior
of the most influential laymen repre to 1812 were eligible for membership
How the breed
sentlng all Protestant denominations of the association.
and several millionaires have come was to be improved and treated and
forward to help In the gigantic task, other matters dealing with the Mer
Among those who spoke on the sub lno were fully discussed by F. W.
ject today were Samuel B. Copen, of Haverstock, Butler, Ind.; J. W. Car
Boston; John S. Huyler and William penter, Quaker City; J. C. Wood,
J. SchlefTelln, of New York; Joseph Delaware; E. N. Bessell, East Short- Levering, of Baltimore; John W. Fos ham, Vt.; Chas. E. Crothers, Taylors-towPa.; J. Beal, Wellsburg, W.
ter, of Washington;
Major A. P,
Burchfleld, of Pittsburg; H. W. Har Va., and J. J. Rumsdell, Moscow,
L. AWebster, of Whiting
ris, of Chicago; Bishop Bashford Mich.
of China, and
Beaver, of Vt., the artist to the asoclation showBellefonte, Pa. It was announced by ed some capital pictures of recent
The annual
Bishop Bashford that investigations Merino prize winners.
in foreign lands would be made by a banquet will be held in the Southern
commission of fifty wealthy members hotel tonight.
clmmlsslon of fifty or more wealthy
laymen who will devote a portion of
their time this year while traveling to SAIS WILL HANG
the business of Christianity. The
work already accomplished In foreign
FRIDAY, JANUARY 11
mission fields will be fully investlgat
ed during this year and the work
greately extended. The movement has
been organized as a result of the cen
Socorro, Jan. 9. The execution of
tennlal aniversary of the Haystack Carlos Sals, who murdered in a most
prayer .meeting held In the Fifth ave brutal way Prospectors McLaughlin
nue church, Nek York, In November and Billlngslea, will take place here
on Friday, Jan. 11, at 3 o'clock in the
ANNUAL CONVENTION
Twenty-thre- e
persons
arternoon.
OF CEMENT USERS, only will witness the proceedings,
Chicago, III., Jan. 9. At the third among these being the oflicers charg
annual convention of the Cement ed with the work of carrying out the
Users of the United States here today, sentence, and the physicians whose
.Stephen M. Wright, of the Wright presence is required by law.
Lime and Cement company, and
Preparations for
hanging have
president of the Memphis Hydraulic already begun underthe
the personal di
Stone company, stated that within rectlon of Sheriff Anecito C. Abeyta,
the last few years the use of concrete who. It is anticipated, will pull the
as a building material had grown trap at the final moment.
The scafwonderfully. In 1882, according to fold itself Is being set up beneath a
statistics, 185,000 barrels were con passageway which connects the court
sumed In the United States, and the house and Jail and It will be com
Industry had thrived so remarkably pleted tomorrow.
that estimates placed the 1906 con
As the time for his execution ap
sumption at 40,000,000 barrels, while proaches Sals shows signs of losing
those who had studied the matter be his nerve. He refuses food and the
lieved that more than 60,000,000 bar Indifference which formerly charac
rels will be used this year.
terized his demeanor is rapidly giving
way to terror at the approach
of
No effort has as yet been
death.
FRIENDS SUSPECT DEATH made to secure for him an extension
of time, and it Is not expected that
any favor of this kind will be grant
ed him.
FROM
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UNIQUE EXHIBIT FOR
JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION.
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 9. A corps
In historical
of workers Interested
research headed by Professor Maluen
Dexter Learned, of the University of
Pennsylvania, are preparing for the
exposition an exhibit
Jamestown
which must prove highly interesting
for it will be a fully illustrated history of Pennsylvania and will have a
permanent value. Upwards of 100,-00- ft
documents have already been
examined and maps discovered illustrating the period of 1(60, when the
state was under the Swedish and
Dutch Influence before the arrival of
Penn. A map of 1715 will show the
extension of settlement from Pennsylvania through the Blue Ridge valley Into the valley of Virginia. There
are a number of other maps equally
Interesting and the work will Include
manuscripts, photographs and other
historical objects. The work which
Is punned forward rapidly is receiving
great assistance from Governor
and members of historical
a"'l iiiU'iuarian societies.
er
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AND PARIS
UNDER THE CHANNEL

London, Jan. 9. A bill was deposited today to incorporate
the
Channel Tunnel company and to authorize the construction
of works
which will form part of the scheme
Intended to connect fimrtand
and
France by means of a railway under
the English Channel. Powers are
sought to execute such works up to
limit, and it is prothe three-mil- e
posed that a new company shall hereafter be registered for the purpose
of carrying out the entire project.
It is esflmafPd that the scheme will
Involve a total outlay of $80,9e,000.
It is intended to ' raise half of that
amount in this country and the remainder is promised by France as
soon as the scheme shall have
parliamentary sanction here.
A limited liability company was reg
istered here today with a capital of
$40,000,000.
Two parallel
tunnels
will be constructed, the total length
under the sea being twenty-fou- r
miles, and with the land approaches
on either side, thirty miles. Careful
calculations show that in the first
year after the opening of the "Cald-ove- r
Tube," as it will be called;
pasengers will be conveyed
through the tunnels, and the gross
receipts from all sources of traffic In
the same period are put at 17,600,000.
Liberal estimates made by French
and English engineers, fix the annual expenses at $2,000,000 leaving a
net proflt of $G,700,000. When the
trunk line, now In the course of
through Oreece, has
construction
been completed, the opening of the
channel tunnel will shorten the mall
hours,
route to India by twenty-si- x
and it will be possible to travel from
Shanghai
having
without
London to
to step on a ships deck.
ed
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N
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ACT.

Ottowa, Jan. 9. Parliament reassembled today. There was a full
attendance of members when Sh Wilfred Laurler, the premier, again
brought forward his bill t amend the

naturalisation

act.

The

premier

complained that the existing law was
defective and gave political and civil
rights only in the territory covered
by the legislature enacting the law.
The object of the bill was to do away
with the three years residence,
which is now necesary under the law
in the case of any one coming to
Canada who was naturalised In any
of the colonies. The bill is being
discussed.

UNIQUE BOND LSSUE BY
LARGE RAILROAD.
New Haven, Conn., Jan. 9. The
New York, New Haven ft Hartford
company today Issued notes to the
will
amount of $7,000,000,
which
bear interest at the rate of S per
cent. Three million five hoadred
thousand dollars will be due in January, 1910, and the same amount on
January 9, 1912. They are issued as
coupon notes in denominations of
five, ten, twenty-liv- e
and fifty thousand dollars each. The ho1 Issue
has been underwritten.

.

ATTORNEY GENERAL HADLEY
AITEIt GOULD INTERESTS
to
Jefferson City, Jan. dissolve the alleged merger of the
Wabash, Missouri Pacific and Iron
Mountain railway companies and the
Pacific Express company; to revoke
the licenses and charters of the Pacific express company, the American
Refrigerator Transit company. Western Coal and Mining company, the
Rich Hill Coal Mining company and
Elevator compathe Kansas-Missou- ri
ny, were filed in the supreme court
by Attorney General Hadley today.
The petition alleges that the stock- of the companies named is owned by
the same interests, the Goulds, in violation of the provisions of the constitution and laws of Missouri.
Wlmt llatlloy Has to Kay.
Concerning the nature of the suits.
.. ;...f (7f
Mr. Hadley said:
"These suits are brought ;.for. the
purpose of forcing .the .discontinuance
of the ownership of "the' stock of the
Wabash, the Missouri-Pacifi- c
and the
Iron Mountain companies, and tho
control of those three companies, two
of which are paralelllng and competing lines, by the same interests,
and to force a discontinuance of ownership of the stock by these compaiA
les In the Paclfl Express, Westernf
the
Coal & Mining company and
Kansas-MissouElevator company.
By this stock ownership these roads
have. In fact, been engaged In a business not authorized by their charters
and prohibited by the constitution
and laws of the state. Forfeiture of
the charters of the coal mining companies and of the Kansas-Missou- ri
Elevator company Is prayed for; license of the Pacific Express company
and the American Refrigerator or
Transit company, to do business In
the state, is asked, but forfeiture of
the charters of the railroad companies Is asked if they should refuse to
discontinue certain Illegal practices."
Court Grants Quo Warranto.
Chief Justice Gantt of the supreme
court made the quo warranto writs
asked by Attorney General Hadley.
returnable In the supreme court on
January 23, upon which day the defendants must appear, and make answer to the allegations In Hadley's
petition.
,
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When asked of the witness If the
Southern Pacific, acting as an independent line, could'noi give the Vnion
Pacific a large or small amount of
d
at Ogden, he replied "I
don't know whether It could or not.
There are Influences at work which
would prevent It."
But the Southern Pacific, as an
line might do this?"
"It might and destroy itself," replied the witness.
Mllburn then asked if the Union
Pacific via Portland, to San Francisco
was to be compared to a direct line
west of Ogden. Markham replied:
"Rate settles those things, and rates
enn be made as low via Portland to
San Francisco as by any other route."
Stubbs Stands By $50,000.
The next witnes was J. C. Stubbs,
traffic director of the Union Pacific
and the Southern Pacific systems. He
said there is a strong competition in
Chicago for Pacific coast business. He
was asked if Mr. Nelmyer, the Chicago agent, is a competitor for business.
"He Is."
"Is he competitor as between the
Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific?"
ST. LOUIS ANNUAL POUL- "As much as ever."
TRY SHOW OPENS.
comnever
a
was
means
he
"That
St. Louis. Mo., Jan. 9. The Judgpetitor?"
"Nelmyer has always been Instruct- ing of the 1906 exhibits at the thired to ship from this territory via Og- teenth annual show of the St. Louis
den, If he worked for any other road Poultry association Is taking place today. Exhibitors from Canada, Indihe violated his Instructions."
Stubbs was asked many questions ana, Illinois, New York and MichiSharpe
regarding the Union Pacific and the gan, are in attendance.
of London, Ontario, who is
Southern Pacific, designed to show
that prior to 1901. but not now, the placing the awards says he never.
roads were competitors. His answers Kluring his career as poultry Judge,
were not always satisfactory to the saw a finer collection of fowls.
ri

Hagerman Present.

An enthusiastic meeting of El Paso
and Las Cruces people was held yesterday In the latter city for the purpose of promoting the Immediate construction of a highway between tho
cities represented. The El Paso delegation, comprising some 200 citizens,
arrived in Las Cruces In a special
train at 10:20 a. m. and were met at
the depot by a reception committee,
Inwith brass band accompaniment.
terest In the proceedings was height
ened also by the presence In Las
Cruces of Governor Hagerman, who
had gone there for the purpose of as
ststlng in the laying of the cornerstone of the new Y. M. C. A. building
at Mesllla Park. S. great was the in.
terest taken in the proceedings and
so universal the approval of the project in the Interest of which the meet
ing had been called, thut the day was
generally observed as a holiday, the
citlsens giving themselves over to th
The
entertainment of their guests.
convention was held In the rooms of
the chamber of commerce and was
presided over by Its president, R. L.
Young, while II. P. Slater, editor of
the El Paso Herald, acted as secretary. A very interesting discussion
of ways and means followed the or
ganization of the meeting, to which
Governor Hagerman was an Important contributor. The governor expressed his entire approval of the project and also volunteered some suggestions regarding the best way of
Interesting the territorial legislature
in the carrying out of the work. As
a result of the meeting a permanent
organization was effected and a standing committee appointed to work out
the plan of the roud and bring about
active work at as early a date as possible. At the close of the meeting the
following resolution was passed.
Resolved, By the people of Dona
Ana county, N. M., and El Paso coun-tTexas, In mass convention assemmodern highbled, that a
way shall be built at once between
Las Cruces, N. M., and El Paso, Tex.
After adjournment was taken many
of the El Pasoans visited the site of
the Leasburg dam, on which construcThey were conducttion has begun.
ed aver the works by Engineer Hall,
who explained to them the plans for
first-clas-
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SENTENCE OF TELLER
ANDERSON IS REDUCED

y,

CANADIAN CJOVKRNMKNT
ON N.VrURAIJZATION

attorneys: He said that according tt
His theory tbe roads never had bees
competitors
but were connecting
roads. By a series of questions, the
attorney brought out acknowledgement that at one tme the Southern
Pacific proper was a competitor of
the line now formed by the Union
Pacific and the Southern Pacific west
of Ogden. .. -

line.

Non-Unio- n

or

Chicago, Jan. 9. M. C. Markham,
traffic manager of the Missouri Pacific, was the first witness called be
fore the Interstate Commerce commission, when Investigation of the
Harrlmun lines was resumed today.
Markham was questioned by C. A.
Severance of St. Paul, acting for the
commission. The witness was asked
If the Union Pacific and the Southern
Pacific were, prior to their conslll- Paclllc were, prior to their consoll- ental business. He said that they
were. Before going to the Missouri
Pacific, Markham was connected with
the Illinois Central and both roads
were active competitors for Pacific
Coast business originating along the
line of the Illinois Central.
'Was there any lessening of com
petition after consolidation?"
'It was generally understood that
the competition was lees."
Hits Harrlman Lines Hard.
Markham declared that In his op
inion the Union Pacific was not a
transporta
link In
tlon, as was contended yesterday by
the attorneys of Harrlman, but as
long as the Portland gateway (s open
It Is a Pacific coast line in itself.
Witness said that before the con
solidation of the Union and the Southern Pacific lines were competlors for
California fruit trade, and for pas
senger business also. Markham was
by Mllburn, repre
sent(ng the Harrlman lines, who took
exception to the statement maae Dy
the- Witness that he considered the
Union Pacific an Independent Pacific
cross-examin-
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Long
Union and
Seems Now to be Pretty Good
shoremen Met In Dead :
Railway Will Run
ly Conflict.
Between
Meeting For Its Promotion
LONDON
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EQUALING
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Restraint of Trade.

G

PROSPECTS FOR TUNNEL

..i.i
SAURY

Hadley Is Moving Things In Missouri Against Gould's Com
blnatlon of Transportation Interests as In

$50Q

o

4 Special to The Evening Citizen.
Laguna, N. M., Jan. 9. Con4
e siderable feeling exists among
e" the friends In life of Oeronlmo
Chaves, who died at Cubero sude denly on Monday. There Is a
4 strong suspicion that he died
4 from poison, whether taken with
e suicidal Intent or whether made
the victim of foul play, and
4 some of those most Interested
4 have gone so far as to propose
have an
e exhuming the body,
4 analysis made of the contents
of the stomach and should poison
4 be found, ascertain if possible
4 the source front which it came,
Chaves was recently deserted
4
.4 by his wife, who is said to be
f now living with another man.
4 Tbe woman also took with her
brooded
4 a child. Chaves had
4 much over the untaithfulnes of
have
4 his wife and this might
4 driven him to suicide.

STUDDS KEEPS EYE

TRIPLETS

shot and mortally wounded at 10
o'clock this mornlnlg in front of the
military court building. The assassin
was captured after wounding a powas prominent
PavlofT
liceman.
during the sitting of the late parliainterpolations.
ment. In answering
He was especially execrated by the
revolutionists. It is alleged that he
delayed the reprieve of a number of
Baltic revolutionists until the men
had been executed.
Another Account.
Lieutenant General Vladimir Pav
lofl, military procurator of the advo
cate general, generally known since
the days of the late parliament as
Hangman PavlofT, was shot and killed
at 10 o'clock this morning.
The assassin, who was disguised as a work
man, was captured after a long chase
through the crowded streets, during
which he fired about forty shots, kill
lng a policeman and wounding a
small boy.

sonal antagonism to the president and
a desire to belittle and Injure his ad
This Is only Indirectly
ministration.
true. The subsidy bill, the immigra
tion bill and the Philippine tariff bill
are all moribund, but chiefly because
each contains provisions of a radical
character which have aroused the enmity of powerful Interests In various
parts of the country.

ioo.

TWINS200.

St. Petersburg,
Jan. 9. General
PavlofT, Judge advocate general, was

to

the Tribune from Washington nays:
It la now said that three Important
a distinct ad
t bills, each representing
ministration policy, are practically
dead for this session of congress. It
is hinted that in each case, behind the
killing of the bill, is to be traced per
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MERGERS BOTH
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Favored Them. Also They Obscure American Has Bet
ter Chances For Life Than
Were Objectionable to Many
Russian Grandee.
Sections of Country.
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DISCUSSING SWINE BREEDING AT CONFERENCE.
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 9. The
Indiana Bwlne lireeders association
In the
met in annual conference
state house here today under the
auspices of the state board of agriwas very
culture. The attendance
large. Mayor Iiookwalter welcomed
the delegates and President Nowlin
and Governor Hunly spoke as to the
great importance of the Industry. In
the course of his annual address Dr.
W. J. Quick, of Gosport, mentioned
that the value of the swine In the
United States at present exceeded
$300,000,000
and was annually Increasing. Addresses on the breeding,
feeding and care of swine were delivered by R. A. Craig, Purdue, university: W. E. Osborne, Lafayette;
Charles
Aileu Butler. Indianapolis;
Willmston. Laf.iyete. mid other?.

Eureka, Cal., Jan. 9. A. W. Jenks
dead, his brother, S. W Is dying,
and Jack. Hays Is probably fatally
wounded as a result of a street battle
last night between the union and non
Jenks was
union longshoremen- n
man. while Hays was
member of the union. The battle
tho culmination of the trouble which
has been brewing for a long time.
Is

non-unio-

1

ANDERSON CiETS YEAR
CUT OFF OF SENTENCE,
Kansas City, Jan. . The sentence
of Wm. C. Anderson, embezzling as
sistant paying teller of the First Na
tional bank, was today reduced by
Judge Wofford from, four years to
two years and nine months.
Ander
son confessed to the embezzling of
$9,000. He disappeared December
and three weeks later was arrested in
Austin, Texas. Most of the stolen
money wus recovered and Anderson
made over his home to cover the bal

ante.

CIIEF.SEMAKERK HOLD
ANNUAL CONVENTION'
Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 9j There
was a very large number of exhibits
at the annual convention of the
Cheescmakers' association here to
day and some very practical address
es on dairying subjects by prominent
agriculturists.
R. K. Watrous, of the
Citizens Business league In the course
of a lengthened address gave a full
history of the cheese Industry In this
state. The lecture Illustrated by pic
tures provided by Mr. Baer a prom!
cheese
nent
manufacturer. Mr,
Watrous In the course of his address
explained that Canada was far ahead
of the United States In cheese pro
duction, but explained that Canada'
production was mostly consumed In
England and the continent of Eu
rope, where Jt was driving the famous
Cheddar and Cheshire brands of England out of the market. Today's exhibits will be Judged by Canadian
experts and tonight the, prizes, which
are valuable, will be awarded.

LOVE SICK YOUNG
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Special to The Evening Citizen,
Kelly, N. M., Jan. 9. Abel So-- 4
mora, a young man about 24
years old, who lived with his
mother here, committed suicide
last night, .at about 9 o'clock,
by shooting himself through the
head. Disappointment In love
was the underlying cause, the
young lady, of whom he was en-- 4
amoured, having today united
herself in marriage to a rival,
All the parties alTucted by the
tragedy are members of families
engaged in the mines at this
I'l

a'f.
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PRINCE AUGUSTUS.
t
Victin-'Alexandra
Princess
Schlesswig
HolKtein - Sonderburg-Glueksburwho has been betrothed
to Prince Augustus William, fourth
son of Emperor William. Is the second daughter of Duke Frederick of
Schlesswig
Holsteln - Sunderburg-llluik.-liur- g
She wax born in April.
1&S7
Augustus
born
M
l'rlM
g,

PRINCESS VICTORIA,
press, uiul the young couple ure al'
remotely
on the male side,
as they had u common ancestor at
the beguiling of the 17th century.
The princess is Just completing her
education under private tutors.
I'll in.- - Auguntus is a student at
lloiiu. The emperor
at one tim
thouttlit he would swid Gussle to an
A inei lean
probably
university, but
d'tln't have miouh inoru-ti keen
.
li'in going with ttiv
s

The princess is a

nice

tlitr

ein- -
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rALBUQUERQT)

TWO.
Ing on Tuesday, to place their
on the board of directors.
Mr. llelnr.o said there would bo
several changes of Importance In the

rabtltket Dally mi Weekly by
Citizen Publishing Company

dlrectiiiR force of the bntik. nnd he
would not deny that there would br
The
Hp has
a complete renmnnlxfltlnn.
t Pontofric. for tmnmnlMlon through tht obtained control of moot of thp MerMil aa wrond cIm matter.
cantile holding of K. It. Thomas and
Charles W. Morse, and. It Is reported,
will thus be ablp to supplant Kdwln
i v
Could.
LABEL
UNIONlWi
Kiminrliil circles yesterday were
stirred by a rumor that Mr. Helnite
planned to meme the Consolidated
National bank with the Mercantile.
FOR
PAPER
OFFICIAL
While It Is believed this Is his ultiCITY OF ALBUQUERQUE mate aim. It Is not his Intention to
consolidate them at present.
KKM HK AIW.K YKAU OP
M t H1MP..
ACCIDKNT
New York:
The report of the
board of coroners for 1H06, Just published, shows a remarkable year of
In all there
accident and crime.
were 5.S50 deaths reported to the coroners, of which i!,600 were by violence.
For Manhattan alone and excluding the casualties reported In Jersey City.
Island City ami Brooklyn, the tunnel work caused sixty-eigdeaths.
There were ,4 felonious assaults
causing death.
Surface cars caused
907 deaths, elevated trains 14 and
tunnel trains 17. Automobiles killed
64 people in Manhattan during the
Over Enforcement of the Sun- year.
The 398 suicides were brought
day Blue Laws of the
about as follows:
One hundred and ten by shooting,
State.

Headquarters

Toilet Goods

IN THROES

by

51

WALK SECURELY ON WATER

Oklahoma Making Big Preparations to Celebrate Her Advent
Into the Union.

CONNKCTKI

W i l

li

NTATK.

xo

APPEALS AFTER TERM
OP OFFICIALS EXPIRED.
Washington:
The supreme court
dismissed the case of Charles 8. Elder, plaintiff in error, vs. the people
of the state of Colorado, for want of
jurisdiction.
The case Involves the
expulsion of democratic county officers at Denver two years ago. As the
term of ofllce has expired, the court,
following other decisions, claimed
non Jurisdiction.

itvrvro KiionT;i: m;.

I"ORTEI IX CALIFORNIA.
Jan. 9. All the potatoes grown In this state are held
by George Shlma, the potato king.
and two others working with him.
Fancy prices are expected as they
are now selling at $2 a sack. They
will have to dispose of them however
this week as potatoes are ordered
from
Wisconsin and
Minnesota,
where there are good crops. Owing
to the shortage this season all the
potatoes in this state will not feed
the people for ten days longer.
Los Angeles,

MAN WHO WALKS ON
WATKK Sl'C KSSI'l I.LV.
C

Madison. Ind.: C. IT. Oldrelve,
walking on the water, left Madison
eight hours behind time on his forty
days' trip from Cincinnati to New Orleans. His rife, who is champion
oarswoman of the world, keeps near
him In a skiff, and J. W. Weathering-ton- ,
of Louisville; Arthur Jones and
17. f. Maiden, accompany him. with a
launch. Weatherington has wagered
Kd Williams, of Boston, $5,000 that
Oldrelve will succeed. Oldrelve's arrival was heralded by blowing of
whistles, and thousands of people saw

OREGON STATE 1IOR.

TICl'LTl'RAL SOCIETY
1'oitlami. Ore., Jan. 9. The annual show of the Oregon State Horticultural society was opened today by
the mayor of the city. The number
of exhibits is over 200 per cent great
him.
er than that of last year, while the
quality all round Is far better. There
OKLAHOMA 1'ltKI'AKKS ITS
APFAIKS FOIt KTATKHOOl. are exhibits from Washington. Idaho,
California. Nevada
Montana.
Denver: According to Secretary Some very valuable andpresentations
Francis,
of the
cups and money prizes will be awardCommercial congress, when in Denver ed.
en route to his home in Cripple
Creek, after attending the seventeenth .I.OK(.l
COTTON MEN
annual session of the congress at
IN CONFERENCE.
Kansas City, plans are already under
Valdosta. (la.. Jan. 9. There was
way for the Oklahoma session, to be a very large gathering
of cotton
held in a few months at Muskogee, planters and others Interested in the
coincident with the admission of the cotton Industry yesterday at the
two territories into the union as a annual convention of the Sea Island
state.
Cotton association of Georgia anil
"This will be a commemorative Florida. Harvey Jordou, the presigathering in which it Is proposed that dent, occupied the chair. After
all the western states shall be aclive-l- r lengthened discusiun it was decided
participant," states Mr. Francis. to incorporate the association with
"The business interests of Muskogee a fund sufficient to protest the prices
have already begun the construction set by the association during
the
y
of an auditorium and a
hocoming season. The amount
namtel now In course of erection Is to be ed is
,000.1100.
completed for the delegates.
The
railroads have agreed to make c heap UISCOXMN (11111
TO
rales from all points west of the Mis
BE LOOKED A I "III:.
Hlsidppl."
Grand Kapids. Wis.. Jan. 9. At
It Is possible. Mr. Francis says, that Die annual meeting of the Wisconsin
President
Itooscvell and
'resident slate union of the American society
IMaa. of Mexico, may meet at the Ok- of Kquity here today it was decided
to completely organize the counties
lahoma session and address the
producing potatoes and to promote
thorough organization for all crops
throughout tlie Mate. Delegates from
IIEIN7.E OlMS OOl l.lt
IN .MERCANTILE
II VN K. national and state organizations
of
New York: Wall street learns with trades and labor councils were presaMtonishment that F. Augustus Heinze ent ami agreed to become affiliated
and his associates who were with him with the various agricultural organi
In Montana copper have acquired so zations. The mayor of the city who
Kreat an Interest in the Mercantile welcomed the delegates wished the
National bank, a Gould
institution, efforts of ilit- association every suc
that they expect, in tin; annual ineet- - cess.
Trans-Mississip-
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WANT

YOU

DO

TO MAKE

MONEY?

If you do. write the Occidental Life
Insurance Co. for full particulars of
their inducements to energetic men
and women to sell Its new guaranteed dividend policy. Some of our
salesmen are making $200 a week.
Why can't you do it. Perhaps you
can if you will try. We want a hustling representative In every town In
New Mexico and Arizona. No get rich
quick schemes or gift enterprises but
a straight out and out guaranteed
contract from start to finish. Easy
to talk, easy to sell and honest in
every particular.
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of
New Mexico and Arizona, home of- lce, Albuquerque, N. M.
NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.
f

Department

of the Interior,
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

Land

Dec. 29. 1906.

Notice is hereby given that Santi
ago Grlego of Carpenter. N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
proof in support of
final five-yehis claim, viz: Homestead entry No,
10,301 made Nov. 20, 1906, for the
S
NE14 and lots 1 and 2, Section
3, Township 9 N., Range 6 E., and
that said proof will be made before
H. W. S. Otero, United States Court
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
M., on Feb. 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz
Venceslado Grlego, Salomon Grle
go, Darlo Chavez and J. R. Carpen
ter, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
ar

NOTICE FOR PI BLICATION.
Department
Office

of the Interior,

at Santa Fe,

Land

N. M.
Dec. 29, 1906.

Notice is hereby given that Lucio
Ortega of Chillll. N. M.. has filed notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof in support of his
entry No.
claim, viz: Homestead
6,702 made Dec. 10. 1901. for the
WV4 NE14 and EV4 NW4. Section
12. Township 8 N.. Range 6 E., and
that said proof wil be made before
H. W. S. Otero, United States Court
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N,
M., on Feb. 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Garcia, Estolano Ortega,
Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,
all of Chillll. N. M.
MANTEL R. OTERO.
Register.
ar

NOTICE
Department
Office

Kill PI BLICATION.
of the Interior,

at Santa

Land

Fe. N. M.
Dec. 29. 1906.

Notice is hereby given that Jesus
Ortega of Chilili, N. M., has hied
notice of his intention to make final
five-yeproof In support
of his
claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
6.703 made Dec. 10, 1901, for the
SWU SWU. Section 1, W 4 XW14
and NWVi SW14, Section 12, Town
ship 8 N.. Range 6 E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S
Otero. Culled States Court Commis
sloner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
Feb. f., 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz
Francisco Garcia, Estolano Ortego,
Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,
all of Chilili. N. M.
MANTEL 11. OTERO,
Register.
Wise Counsel From the South.
give some valuable
to those who suffer with lame
buck ami kidney trouble." says J. R.
Blankeushlp, of Beck, Tenn. "I have
proved to an absolute certainly that
Electric Bitters will positively cure

"i want to

1

Ail
iMiM

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY

12,

1

J

Jus?

necoud- WANTED
Gentleman's
hand clothing. No. 615 South Flr.'t
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED Situation, by experienced Finely Furnished,
Horse,
electrician; can furnish best of refBiiligy. Harness, Hay, Etc.
qualifications;
erences
regarding
sober and industrious.
Address
W.. this office.
WANTED Bids for the construction
of hotel building at Helen, K.
M. Plans can be seen at the office
of E. B. Crlsty, architect, Albuquerque, N. M. The John Becker
110 Weit Gold Ave.
Company, Helen, N. M.
Fe
WANTED Teams The Santa
REAL ESTATE.
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants WE HAVE PURCHASERS for all
Hagan
teams for coal haul from
kinds of properties In New Mexico.
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
have you for sale? General
What
good
All
for other purposes.
offices, St. Louis, Mo. Brunch ofbe
will
teams making application
fices, Kansas City, Mo., Memphis,
given work. Geo. O, Marrs, SuperTenn., Kan Antonio, Texas, Oklaintendent.
homa City, Okla. Local offices
everywhere. Address Southwestern
FOIt RENT.
Sales Co. 451 Odd Fellows' Bldg.,
New
FOR RENT
St. Louis, Mo.
618
North Sixth
house, modern.

ad-vl-

this distressing condition.
The first
bottle gave inn great relief and ufter
tuking a few more bot'les, 1 was completely cured; so completely that II
becomes a pleasure to recommend
this great remedy." Sold under guarantee by all druggists. I rice 60c.
A Citizen Want ad doea the work.
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PORTERFIELD CO.

East Railroad Avenue

BOOM

INTEREST

$3300

Corner Broadway and

poison,

Denver: The ecclesiastical govern
or of Colorado, w ho chose to be inau
gurated In a church, was placed upon
the verbal toasting irons In the state
senate, and cooked to a rich brown
turn.
He was given an unmerciful flaying
for his action In requesting that the
inauguration
be
held In Trinity
church, while the committee which
agreed to his request also came In for
censure.
"In a short time we have to elect a
United States senator. If we consult
Mr. (luggenhelm he would have a
perfect right to ask that his election
be held In a synagogue,"
declared
Senator Barela.
It was the general opinion that the
new governor has made a "break" at
his very first opportunity. Most of
the senators were inclined to treat
him personally with considerable
courtesy, but the undercurrent of
feeling and expression of protest
against his action was strong.
IiiU the inauguration was held In
the church Just the same. The light
did no good, except to bring out a
resolution that will be pushed later
In the session that all inaugurals hereafter will be held at the state capltol,
which Is a mild way of placing the
stamp of official censure upon Gov
ernor Buchtcl's action,

Hoston:
Under Sunday laws, commonly known as Massachusetts blue
laws, 1,20 residents of Hoston have
The decisbwn hailed Into court.
ions of Special Justice Duff, who was
luntigned to try the cases, were many
juid varied. The court found, for
that the transfer of scenery
and other theatrical effects from theaters, after midnight of Saturday, lj
not a work of necessity which is perThe colmitted under the statutes.
lection of offal from hotels on Sunday
was declared unlawful on the distinction that It was collected, not because
It was necessary feed for the swine,
but because of the probability that it
would spoil and become useless as a
product If not collected on the Sabbath. The playing of orchestras In
Iba hotels of Boston on Sunday is unlawful and must be discontinued
Boston must do without ice cream
tbat Is delivered by caterers on Sun- day4. as this was held by the court to
be utside the law. Justice Duff left
foif the consideration of the entire
municipal bench the '
question of whether the transfer of
personal baggage by express companies on Sundays Is legal, but ruled
provisionally that the transfer of a
caaket on the Sabbath wa unlawful
"unless It has Intended" for the im
mediate use of tho dead.
The general government has stepped Into the controversy over the enWhen
forcement of the laws.
lam Hesslon, an employe at the federal building, was called in the municipal court to answer to the complaint that he had broken the Sunday
law by cleaning the sidewalks in front
of the federal building. Assistant
United States District Attorney Lewis
announced his Intention to defend
Hesslon on behalf of the government
on the ground that the police of Boston have no jurisdiction over federal
property or federal employes.
The
was continued until January 14.

im.
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Capital and surplus, $100,000

lire-plac-

Life Building.

Occidental

ALBUQUERQUE

HOUSE

hanging, 27 by
Colo I'lionc, Black 30.
Jumping from windows or roofs, 4 by
Jumping In front of trains and 34 by
drowning.
The total number nf deaths by casualties, including falls, explosions, SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
premutur-.- '
collapse of buildings,
blusts, falling of rock, timber
and
stone were 684. Alcoholism caused Full Set of Toetli
$1.50 up
fiolcl Filling
the death of 115 persons.
$0
f kilcl Crowns
50c
I'OO MPfll OP Clll'IM'll
Painless Extracting

HAN WHO IS ABLE TO

Pianos, Organs,
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low aa $10
nnd as high as $200. Loans are
private.
quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to one year given.
possession.
Goods remain in your
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant P.ldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

Nice, New, 6 Room

PHARMACY,

-

61 by throat-cuttin124 by gas, 27 by

JAM'AHV

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

On

270.

The HIGHLAND

AGONIZING

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN

ss

We try to keep In stock all the
well known ami reliable Toilet
lrrpBratlons on the market. If
we haven't what yon want we
will get It for you. We are able
to always serve your Interests
In the best possible way.

PROPERTY

PERSONAL

WANTED.
WANTED A capable girl for general
house work. Inquire 803 Copper
avenue.
WANTED A girl for general house
work.
Mrs. Robert Tutney, 615
West Copper avenue.
WANTED Girl for general house
work, small family. In Los Angeles.
Call at 610 North Third street.
WANTED People to go to I'. E.
Daniel for first-clashoe repairing. Corner Railroad avenue and
Broadway.
WANTED Help furnished and em- ployment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colburn's Employment ngency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone

For Flno

BOSTON IS

g.

MKDNr.SlAV.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

rcrre-Rpnntlv-

THE EVENING CUIZEft

E EVENING CITIZEN.

Extend to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounta Capital, $150,000.00.

Solicit

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President: W. S. Strickler, V. P. anJ Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, .sat, Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon r.una, A. M. Blackwell, Goo. Arnot, O. E. Cro-jwe-ll.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA

&

SANTA FE RY.

five-room-

street.

PROFESSIONAL

FOIt RENT Two rooms for light- housekeeplng. Inquire at 300 North
Broadway.
FOR RENT Front rooms for light
housekeeping;
rent reasonable.
Apply rear 524 West Railroad.
cottage
RENT Furnished
Foil
Apply at
flats; very reasonable.
110 Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and TIJeras r.venue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Matteucci, 624
West TIJeras avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant rooms with
board on ranch. 3 miles from city.
Rate $28 per month. Address box
84. Albuquerque.
FOR RENT AND SALE A small
ranch for rent, and a good paying
dairy for sale. Apply 1115 North
Arno street.
farm, 5 miles
FUR RENT A
north; with good pastures nnd free
water rights. Address P. O. Box 65
Albuquerque, N. M.
cottage.
FOR RENT New
screened porches, barn, city water,
ideal place for healthseekers, 117
Mulberry street; rent $14. John M.
Moore Realty Co.
Nicely I'urnished
RENT
FOR
rooms, $1.25 to $1.50 per week;
25c to 50c per night. Also rooms
for light housekeeping. The Minneapolis House, 624 South Second
street, Albuquerque, N. M.

1

LAWYERS.
M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
N. W., Washington, D. C.

32 F.St.,
Pensions,
caveats,
land patents,
copyrights,
letter pntents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. 1. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
que, N. M.
Office,
First National
Bank building.
E. W. nohscin.
Office,
ATTORNEY AT I.AW.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE,

director

orriemRm and

President
Vice President

Caahler
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. B. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

$500,000.00
$250,000.09

DR. .1. E. KRAFT,
Dental 'Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3, Barnett building,
over O'Rlelly's drug store. Automat
ic phone 238.
Appointments made
by mall.
Edmund J. Alccr, D. I). S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. rn. Both phones.
Appointments made by mail.

STATE NATIONAL BANK

PHYSICIANS.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

DR. J. R 1IAYXES
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 11 and 13, N. T. Armijo
building.
IR. It. I j. IIUST.
Office,
N. T. Armijo Blc1.
Tuberculosis
treated with High
'
Frequency Electrical Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance.
Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 115
A. ItORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS
7
BarSpencer.
F. W.
Rooms
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Both phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

CAPITAL
$100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa Fe Railway Compaoy

Interest Paid on lime Deposits-Saf- ety
Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parta

6-- 8,

'FOR SALE.
FOB SALE Fine piano, nearly new.
315 S. Third street.
FOR SALE New golden oak bed-ga- s
room suite, set dining chairs,
stove. 724 E. Railroad avenue
FOR SALE Thirty range mares In
good condition.
Oscar Llffrelng,
Bernalillo. N. M.
FOR SALE The Claude Girard prop
erty on west Mountain road. Inquire on premises or at No. 300
North Broadway.
FOR SALE Furniture, good as new.
Range, bedstead, etc. Cheap. Inquire at once. Albuquerque Business College, Library building.
FOR SALE Majority of stock in es
tablished and paying retail busi
Owner wishes
ness. Incorporated.
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
Daily Citizen.
FOR SALE
OR TRADE FTfteen
room house. No. 724 South Second
street for property in California.
WTrIte John Krick, 431 East Sec
ond street. Long Beach, California
house,
FOR SALE Fourteen-roofurnished or unfurnished, electric
light, city water. 315 S. Third St
Mrs. M. A. Schach.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 19, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof jn support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
March 3. 1S91 (26 Stats., 854), as
amended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 471)), and that said
proof will be made before the probate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M.. on
January 26, 1S07, viz: Mariana Chavez de Otero, for the Small Holding
Claim No. 254 7, situate in Sec. 3G, T.
7 N., R. 2 E.
He names t!ie following witnesses
adto prove his actual continuous
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of Los
Lunas, N. M.: Anlceto Aragon,
Orona, Quirluo Samore, of Per-alt-

NEW MEXICO

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKKB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

DENTISTS.

re

I

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Ira

two-stor-

We Want Your

'.-

the WorlS

Banking Business

DIRECTORS

O. N. Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera,
D. H. cams. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

46-4-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

It. Farwell.
Armijo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC,
.1.

Room

Wholesale Grocers

23. N. T.

Thos. K. D. Macldlson.
Office with W. B. Chllders,
117
West Gold avenue.
THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE HAS
CHANGED HANDS.

For

;I0

Years

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

It Was Leslie's Popular

Monthly.
Ida M. Tarbell, who wrote Lincoln
and the famous "Story of Rockefeller;" William Allen White, the well
known Kansas editor; E. P. Dunne,
creator of "Mr. Dooley;" Ray Stan-nar- d
Baker and Lincoln Steffens are
under the leadership of John S.
Phillips,- now editing The American
Magazine.
Never before has such a brilliant
group been gathered together,
and
they are not only contributing themselves, but are tiling the magazine
with the very beBt novels and short
stories and great timely articles by
other famous writers and beautiful
pictures by great artists.
A Great Bargain.
The regular price for the twelve
numbers of The American Magazine
is $1.20 little enough as It is, but for
a limited time you can get the November and December, 1906, numbers, with a full year's subscription
for 1907 for a dollar, or
II Number for Only $1.(10.
Think of it! Think of the quality of
reading you get for $1.00. Think of
the quantity at least two great nov
els, 9S short stories, 28 poems, 70
timely articles, S00 beautiful pictures,
.mil all for $1.00.
How About Your Winter Beading?
Cut this offer out, write your name
and address on a slip of paper and
mall it. with $1.00. Send it now today before the special 14 months'
offer Is withdrawn. Send It by check,
postal money order or a dollar bill,
at the publisher's risk, to The American Magazine. 141 Fifth Avenue, New
York City.

m

Ouil-lorm-

CARDS Oi

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

c5
L. B. PUTNEY

-

o

N. M.
Any person who desires to protest

against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior department why euch
proof should not be allowed will be
givea an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to cross
examine the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebutt"!
of that submittal by claimant.
o
MANUEL IX. OTERO.
How to Cure Chilblains.
Register.
enjoy
"To
freedom from ChilSmall HolJlns Claim No. 2547.
blains," writes John Kemp, East Otis-fielMe., ' I apply Bucklen's Arnica
Dungci's of a t old ami How to Avoid Salve.
Have also used it for salt
T licni.
with
rheum
excellent results." GuarMore fatalities have their origin in anteed to cure fever sores,' Indolent
any
or result from a cold than from
ulcers, piles, burns, wounds, frost
other cause, ibis fact alone should bites and skin diseases. 2T.o at all
make people more careful as there Is drug stores.
no danger whatever from a cold when
it Is properly treated in the beginning. MOTT'S
PILLS
PENNYROYAL
For many years Chamberlain's Cough
'Skw,
Thv overrun) faknci,
Remedy has been recognized as the
most iiiom nt mid effectual medicine
tt n ' 1 liy uie
.ll Hutrii"
wnmnjibc-fUMidi).
tlw
in use for this disease. It acts on na
lKir1ft
N
Mild fc..i
..iin. Dl of otv.tln- Wi'ineii
turu's plan, loosens the cough, re
t"4'ilU- ktittMii ninety f'T
III. (II. t ilT.ll.it
lii
lieves the lungs, opens the secretions
and aids nature in restoring the
l'uw'lfU.
mull.
--X Vff
HOTT CHEMICAL
.X:JJ. tiv
to a healthy condition. Sold by
FOB 6A1--B BY
u INN ft fcON.
all druggists.

"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries toe Largest and Moat Exclusive Stock of SttpU Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

99990
RAILROAD AYENUE.

iTTnA:;.
v
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i

m

m
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ALBUQUERQUE. X M.
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9
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a Straightforward

That's

Way.

we do business.
Our
methods here are such aa we should
not be ashamed to adopt in private
life.
We handle best varieties
nf
how

rouch and dressed lumber of every
description, all thoroughly seasoned
and carefully aaaorted. and can supply anything In this line at lowest
prices. Any quantity desired. Prompt
delivery.

d,

trrt-tru-

1871.

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO,

Corner Third and Marquette

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Hilarious Lords Disgrace
Closing Session of

Parliament.

everythingIrIsh

ley

in

dublin functions

3

(pQi

Young French Woman Avenges
Herself on Her False and
Former Friend.
(By William True Hawthorne.)
Special Correspondence.
London, Jan. 9. The rinsing session!, of the house of lords were
marked by incidents which shocked
the sensibilities of some members of
the lower house of parliament,
those whose feeling of resentment toward the peers had already
been aroused by the killing of the
education bill. One M. P.. who had
seen a noble lord carried out of the
chamber by attendants, and another
so hilarious that he had to be kept
In his seat by force, was so Impressed by the spectacle that he
brought the matter up In commons,
though fully aware that any action
In such a matter was Indelicately unparliamentary. Getting recognition
fsom the speaker, Mr. Crooks, the
labor member for Woolwich, put the
following question In the house of
commonr
"I beg to ask the first commissioner of works a question of which I
have jriven
him private
notice
whether it is a fact, thut during the
course of the discussion on the merchants' shipping act amendment bill,
In another place, last night, the attendants of the house of lords had
to remove one of the members who
was obviously Intoxicated, and that
another member who took part In the
debates was suffering from overin
(Opposition
dulgence in' drink?"
cries of "order.")
The Speaker Order! Order! The
honorable member has not submitted the question to me. It. does not
appear to me to come within the
rule of urgency in any way. (Laugh

m

ly

The Growth in Sales is the Evidence

1906

ter.)

Mr. Flavin, member for Kerry It
was very urgent last night. (Renew
ed laughter.)
This closed the incident, but Mr.
Crooks had succeeded in getting Into
the official report of the proceedings
the noteworthy fact that the house
of lords, in handing lemons to the
house of commons, was stimulated by
something more potent than a jealous
eal for the "wise, deliberate and well
considered legislation" its iriembers
prate about.
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This Exceeds that of All Other BOTTLED BEERS.
The high standard of quality, fine flavor and exquisite
taste have won for Budweiser its great popularity.
We cojrt the
investijation of
all Pule . Food
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venge was told at the Guildhall police
court when Emilie Foucault, a young
Frenchwoman, was sent to trial on
a charge of throwing vitriol In the
face of M. Delombre, thus causing
the loss of one eye ami disfiguring
him for life. M. Delombre, who is
the son of persons of very high circumstance In Paris, had been the
woman's lover, and she followed htm
to London, after a quarrel in Paris.
They went to Tranter's hotel to discuss their troubles, and ordered a
cup of coffee.
Explaining that she
had medicine to take with the coffee.
10 in lie poured
something from n bottle into the coffee cup. A little later,
as they stood at a window, the girl,
with the cup still in her hand, said
to M. Delombre:
"Either you shall
marry me, or you shall kill yourself, if you are not a coward, or I
will kill you." To this Delombre answered: "Marry you? Certainly not.
You
do not loe me indeed, you
hate me. and neither do I love you."
Emilie repeated her demands, all the
time perfectly calm. "I shan't marry
yuu." declared the other derisively,
and picked up his overcoat to leave.
He had got one arm in the sleeve
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1,543,468 Barrels off Beer

Sales for 1906
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Cuptaln Anderson, of the steamer
African 1'rlnce. advances a new the
ory, based on a startling experience,
to account for the mysterious disap
pearance of vessels at sea. with spec
ial reference to the many untold dls
asters tin the Atlantic. Captain An
derson. describing the narrow escape
C'f his vessel from destruction
by a
meteor on his last voyage from New
York says: "I was on the bridge
with the second officer when sudden
ly the dark night was as light as
day, and an immense meteor shot toward the earth. Its train of light
was an immensely broad electric-colore- d
band, gradually burning to
orange, and then to the color of
molten metal. When the meteor came
into the denser atmosphere close to
the earth, it appeared like a molten
mass of metal being poured out. It
struck the water with a hissing sound
close to the ship, and the consequence, had it struck the ship, would
have been total annihilation, without doubt .and not a soul left to
tell the story."
Captain Anderson believes that to
some such cause must be attributed
the disappearance of steamers during
a passage on fine weather and in
the open sea, where there are no
dangers.
navigation
"Such
losses
make us think of boiler explosions
and other theories, which might,
circ umstances of very bad weathloss
er,
and
total
cause
the
disappearance of a steamer, but my
experience on the voyage from New
York has brought to my mind that
ships which have never been heard
troai were lost by a meteor falling
Neither seamanship,
on them
nor ordinary theory can
explain Mie many mysieiies of the
Atlantic other Ise."
torajiiatlc Stoi ) of Kcwiigc.
A dramatic story of a woman's re- -

-
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Ijidy Aberdeen i'ully Irish.
Lady Aberdeen
has bidden the
Irish peeresses to a lace ball at the
vice regal mansion in Dublin, the
details of which areviewed with envi
ous interest by London hostesses on
the lookout for the novel and orlgl
nal. The Irish lace bnll Is only one
of the unique functions Lady Aber
deen has planned for the season
which is to be one of the most bril
liant the Irish metropolis has ever
witnessed. A special feature of the
In
l.ice ball will be the quadrilles.
which lace of various descriptions will
be worn by the dancers.
In fact,
Lady Aberdeen expects that every
lady guest wear a dress trimmed with
Irish lace or crochet, while the men
will aprear in court dress, with Irish
lace jabots and ruffles. Her excellen
cy has expressed the wish that Irish
poptn shall also be used In the
Eight-hande- d
Irish
ladies' dresses.
reels and Jigs will be introduced, and
many of the old step dances of Ireland are being revived by the danc
ing Instructors of Dublin, in prepa
ration for these forthcoming vice-regAnother novelty
entertainments.
planned by Lady Aberdeen Is an af
ternoon party, at which gowns of
Irish cloths only are to be worn
while the men are to come in suits
With such an
of Irish manufacture.
impetus. It would seem that Irish
society would be the gainer, no less
than Irish politics hns been, through
the sympathetic dispensation of the
liberal regime.

Mciirs Daimeroiis at

8,000
18,000
131,000
702,000
939,768
1,006,495
1,109,315
1,201,762
1,365,711
1,403,788

1865
1870
1880
1890
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905

when Emilie violently dashed
the
contents of the cup in his face. He
rushed to the door, only to find that
he was locked In. In his agony he
kicked one of the panels out, and his
screams attracted a policeman to the
scene. He was taken to St. Bartholo-- I
mew's hospital, where his terrible
condition caused grave doubt at first
for his recovery.
Emilie was arrested, and a loaded
revolver and box of cartridges were
found on her. She vehemently de-- i
nieil offering Delombre the fluid to
take his own life. She raised the
cup to her lips, she said, Intending
to commit suicide In his presence,
hut a remark of his caused her to
lose control of herself, and she flung
the contents in his face. The sight
of her lover's disfigurement threw
her into a lit of hysterics in court,
very distressed
and she appeared
throughout the hearing. In her purse
was found her will, dated Paris, November 17. l!ut;.
Dclomhre's sMiy was dramatically
related by counsel, tile scene at tile
hotel vividly described, and the de-- ,
iiunclation of the girl delivered with
unsparing force; indeed, the atmo

sphere of Guildhall

urtroom seem- enchlness
arid crime that
lannel having
lisian quality.

ed surcharged will
the flavor of ronian
rarely crosses the
lost nothing of its
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ullccl to A tie IlllllSClf.
The tragic deatli f Dr. James
lambert ut Soutli Kli Mngtori station
was attended by one if the most ex- -

traordinary

circumsim reg

that

per- -

haps ever fell to til experlence of
a medical man.
Lambert was
usually summoned n lien accidents
occurred at the st; ai, and when,
badly injured
last Sunday, a man
ials, unaware
there, the Station
of the Identify of ill victim, prompt- ly sent for Dr.
it to attend to
falling to
the case. The dor
spond, tint dyiiiK "
removed
w here he was
to St. George's hosp!
recognized as Dr.
inbert himself.
He had been in ill
mid electro- jump on an
ruled in attempting
i was starting.
electric train, just
ite, was called
and. by the irony
to attend t i lnjurl"-- '
himself.
1
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the Kusslan consular officer' at Chiwho turned out to have been
a woman with two or more wives,
as cabled from America, has its counterpart, with the sex reversed, in an
extraordinary episode just reported
from Jirestau, Germany. A lireslau
teacher fell in love with a lady nam-- 1
ed Dina Alma de Paredea, whom he
met In Paris, and who said she was
the daughter of a French consul In
Brazil.
They became engaged, and
the teacher
returned to liresluu.
Dlna Alma arived there shortly after- ward, and went about
with her
fiance making purchases
for their
future home. In some unexplained
way, ttie people of the hotel where
Dlna Alma was a guest began to have
misgivings about her. Like Charley's
aunt, she was also from Brazil, she
was not what she seemed, and the
suspicion that she was a man masquerading in woman's finery grew.
Finally, she was accused of false pretenses. Dlna Alma thereupon took
poison and died.
Her hair, bust,
and hips were ull false. Her mag- iilllrenl diamonds were paste. Vhe
police discovered that Dina Alma wa
the son of a ph sicim who once liv
cago,

1
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ed in Berlin, and that "she" was
thirty-fiv- e
years old, though, with
her feminine make-uno one would
have Judged her over twenty-five- .
As
a man. Dlna Alma had been knocking about Europe for years before
assuming the garb and name of a
woman.
p,

HAGAN

COAL

FIELDS

PRODUCING MUCH

School has been running here for
several weeks, with Abelino Lucero,
of Iternalillo. as teacher.
He has a
good attendance of scholars and is
well liked by everybody. Tile parents
of the children say they are learning
faster than vlth any teacher they
ever hail
Tile weather Is very line. A light
snow fell here on the night of December 31st, but it is ull gone now .
We have tile nicest, ouletesl precinct in Sandoval county; no litigation
COAL of
any kind and our people on the
best of terms with each other.

Special Cori'espolidelit
Algodones. N. M
J.,n. 7 - The
Hawaii Coal company are shipping
coal from this point to tin- Santa Fe
They have every available
Central.
team they can gel engaged in hauling
coal from Hagau to Algodones.
The
San I'edro Gold & Copper company
are also hiring teams to haul coal
from Madrid and are pa.ving. il is
said, as hlsh as $7 per ton freight.
J A Moiitoya passed through hero
day before yesterday with three teams
on his way to work haulinij coal from
Madrid to San Pedio.
-
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Highly
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I liaiiilH ilain's t'ougli Itemed).
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the superintendent of Cart Service at Kingston, Jamaica. West Indies Inlands

says that she has for some years ued
Chamberlain - Cough Kemedy (or
coughs, croup and whooping touch
and has found it very beneficial. She
has implicit confident. e in ic and would
not bo without a bottle of it in liar
home. So,l by ail druggist.
Try a C'iuzjo.
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THE WESTERN GIANT

;

For mHiiy years there was more or 1pm prejudice In
the eastern part of the United Plates against any expenditure of national funds In bfhalf of the far west.
This was manifest In the defeat for years of public appropriations for Irrigation. It Is quite gratifying that
rapidly passing away, as Is fully evidenced
this feeling
by the following from the Philadelphia Inquirer of recent date:
With agricultural products valued at about
0
mineral products valued at well up to
and other things taken from Mother Karth, we
may conclude that the soil has furnished us wealth valued at easily $10, 000,000. onn during the current year.
1

$7,000,-OOO.nn-

o,

$2,000,-800,00-

Although it Is customary to think of the east, meaning
thia aide of the Allcghenles, as the richest portion of the
The
country, the truth seems to be to the contrary.
west Is making enormous strides and It Is no longer a de.
jwndenry on the east In financial matters. It Is the
cast which yearly looks to the west to send on a supply
if money to carry out financial transactions.
Within a few weeks railways alone have asked for
$500,000,000 for extnnslons and new equipment, and the
greater portion of this Is not only for the west, but west
The trains are loaded down,
of the Mississippi river.
the demand for cars cannot be supplied and the railways,
nfter the most prosperous year In their existence, fin
themselves compelled to build new lines to reach the
farming lands, the mines and the forests whose yield
cannot get to market. The average pice of the leading
western railway stocks Is higher thnn those of the east.
Tet within a gcneratlonalmost any of them could have
Most of us
been purchased for a few dollars iv share.
remember when they were footballs In the stock market
and the man who Invested in "grangers" was only a
speculator.
If there has been such progress in thirty years, what
may be expected In the next generation?
It is in the
west that there are most of the undeveloped resources of
the country, here the greatest progress is being made
and where the greatest opportunity seems to He for the
young man. The truth is that the west is almost overburdened with prosperity and Its great sorrow is that It
cannot market all that It has to sell or what It may easily
produce.
The east has no jealousy. In this matter. It also has
been prosperous, and as the west grows we shall get our
share.

ABOUT STREETS

WORD

The rain of yesterday has again placed the streets
of Albuquerque in a position of excessive unpleasantness
to every one who endeavors to pass over them, either
on foot or in a Vehicle; yet the people of Albuquerque,
aa will be seen from the report of the street commissioner, are paying a good round yearly sum for work
upon the streets. The trouble In the case Is that the
money la being expended upon the merest temporury
substitutes, and the same thing has to be uone and the
name expense Incurred after every rain, year In and year
out; and the city streets are In no better condition now
than they were years ago.
There are not more than two crossings In the city,
If there are that many, worthy of the name.
After a
rain, along comes the man with the hoe, and he scrapes
the mud from where the crossing should be.
Then
cornea the vehicle traffic, picks up the mud on its wheels
and dumps It back where it had been. Shortly after
comes a wagon with cinders, which are elaborately
spread over the narrow crossing and on the mud.
The
net rain finds the cinders gone and makes the mud as
bad as ever Such work Is like putting things In: a bag
.which has ho bottom.
What the city needs, and what the city government
must realize sooner or later, is an extension of the sewerage, grading of the streets with a view to drainage,
paving the streets in the business parts of the city, and
the construction of stone or brick crossings wherever
there are cement sluewalks.
Stop these temporary makeshifts. Lt. every dollar
spent be for permanent improvements, and In a few
years the change for the better will be surprising to ourselves, and attractive to visitors and settlers.
At the
present rate we may go on for all 'eternity and be no
better off than we are now.

HENRY CLEWS ON OUTLOOK
Those engaged In the development of great enterprises find that consumption is still aheud of production
and that much continued activity will be necessary to
meet current demands.
This country has risen to a
point where it is producing 45 per cent of the world's pig
iron and neatly 60 per cent of the wnrld'B copper, and
jret there Is a shortage In sight for both. Establishments
connected with these industries In many cases have orders on their books which will keep them fully employed
for a year to come.
Men in such position cannot but feel hopeful. At
the other end of the line are our financiers and disinterested observers who ure Impressed with the
of credit, with the lunation in values, and with the
unpleasant developments in political life arising from
treat abuses of the money power. In the latter, they
see the possibilities of much political agitation and more
or less adverse and rash legislation aimed chiefly at
great corporations.
This disposition of the public to punish the latter is
becoming more and more pronounced, Und cannot be
Ignored. Kre long, it will be u factor affecting values;
If It Is not so already.
over-extensi-

--

The delegation of liiitish school teachers who took
advantage of the liberality of Mr. Mosley and visited
the schools of the United States and Canada, found a
good deal to commend in our system, and. naturally
something to condemn. There is no doubt, says the
an rancieo chronicle, that the claim made by some
of the critical teachers "that many of the English
schools are equal, if not superior to any of those visited by them In America," is a just one. Americans may
freely admit that such is the case without In the least
abating their claim that the common-schoo- l
system of
the United States Is immeasurably superior to that
of any oilier country because of the
re
sults it achieves. It Is true that the great majority
of those who enjoy Its benefits are not as thoroughly
grounded as the scholars of "some" of the English
schools, but Hie tremendous number who are given an
education which makes them something better than
mere clodhoppers Is so Immeasurably greater than that
turned out by the schols of Kngland or any of the continental nations that they cannot be reckoned In the
same class with nut public schools.
The inquiry of the interstate commerce lonnnlK-sio- n
into the conduct of the llari iinan lines has scarcely begun, says lie Denver News, but It has proceeded
far enoutili to show the dire need for investigation and
remedy, and to make men wonder what is coming
text.
Dividends supresKed until T.lr. Harrinian could
get control of the stock on which the dividends were
too be paid: money raised by bond issues, and
used to bull and bear the market for lI.uiman'H benefit; gentleman's agreements, bous transfers of stock,
and secret ouieishii and manipulation amounting to
conspiracy are some of the things already brought to
light.
What will follow when liarriinaii gels on the
stand if lie is ever put there- perhaps not ever Mr
llarriimiu could s.iy.
1

Kstancia News: Dr. 10. C KdmonMon is one of the
More recent comers Into the valley and will put out quite
Mil orchard, something like 4. Mm trees.
These he Will
manner, and if
irrigate arid care for, in a business-lik- e
lie doiw not make a success of his venture we are badly

.

EVENING CITIZEN,.. ,).
:

mistaken. In this land of "Manr.ano," where the apple
tree seems to be Indigenous, It Is almost like growing
weeds to care for fruit trees. Hut certain it Is that with
CHURCH, CLUB AND
ordinaray care and watering, an orchard will pay big
SOCIAL MEETINGS
profits almost any place In the valley. With practically
no care at all, several small orchards have made good
growth during the past two years, and who can tell
There will be a coffee social held
what would have been the result had these same trees
at Mrs. Keth's. $22 South Arno street,
been properly cared for?
Thursday afternoon, from 2:30
to
5:30. Everybody Invited.
New Mexican: A Chicago press dispatch has It that
The Ladies' Aid society of the Pres
United States Senator W. A. Clark, of Montana, Intends
to purchase the
Bartlett ranch property In Col- byterian church will meet tomorrow
fax county.
This contains about 200,000 acres of fine afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, at the home
mountain, agricultural and range land, and title was de- of Mrs. Frank Ackerman, 1110 West
rived through the Maxwell land grant. This title Is as itanroaa avenue.
good as can be had. The price, roport has It, for the
The Woman'sT-frcTof the Bantlst
property will be $2,000,000. It Is certainly true th'it church will hold their business meeting
andtsoclal tea at the home of
New Mexico lands are advancing In value steadily. Mr.
Hartlett purchased this property from, the Maxwell Land Mrs. Pluhsntore, 919 North Second
Grant company some years ago at a very reasonable street. Thursday at 2:30 p. m.
o
rate, and If he now sells It at $10 per acre he will clear
In spite of the unpromising weath-o- f
a magnificent profit.
last evenlnir there was a rood
attendance at the meeting of the
Colorado Is asking of Its legislature a railway com
resbyterlan Brotherhood called for
missi
New Mexico Is badly In need of one also, anl the purpose of completing Its organthe territorial legislature will fail of its duty If such ization. The Ip societv beelns Its
ork with a membership of more
commission shall not be created.
inn forty.
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THE WONDERFUL INFLUENCE
$
OF WOMEN IN ALL AFFAIRS
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOt
There are. per naps, comparatively few who realize
the everpresent Influence of women upon members of
the opposite sex. It has often been said that men nro
what women have made them, and this is true. For
example, a boy'a character Is moulded by his mother,
at least to a very great extent, says Physical Culture.
Hardly Is he away from the environments of his home.
before some other woman comes into bis life to. In a
sense, take the place of his mother and to continue to
affect him either for good or for evil, and the same
rule conutinues all through life.
A good woman Is the most precious jewel of life.
According to the Scriptures:
"Her price Is above
rubles." She uplifts and to a certain extent, ennobles
all with whom she comes In contact. Her value In this
respect to the individual or to humanity at large,
cannot be measured. Such a woman can make a home
utmost divine, and every person who comes within the
hallowed sphere of her Influence sees life from a better
and higher standpoint than before.
No reform of nny consequence can be accomplish
ed without the aid of woman. On the other hand, a
woman will be found at the bottom of the majority
of those crimes that stain history or horrify us In
the present. This, because men will be good or bad
In accordance with the natures and characters of the
women who are the mainsprings of their actions of
the women who Influence them.
When women demand a high standard of masculine
morals, when they will only mate with men who approximate physical perfection, such morals and such
men will rapidly spring into existence and become the
rule, rather than the exception, as now.
A great deal has ben said about what is termed the
"double standard" of morals. Now we make bold to say
that this standard exists simply because women either
commend or Ignore It. They, or at least a great many
of them, are to blame for not demanding a different
As in other affairs of life, public morality,
standard.
on the whole. Is that which women make It. So that
If they will Insist on one standard of morality for both
sexes, It will assuredly come to pass sooner or later.
As a good woman cannot
be too emphatically
eulogized, so a bad woman can hardly be too rigorously
condemned.
This for the reason that ,in the latter
case, she exercises a power for evil that may be said
to be beyond description or realization.
As she sinks
into the morass of immorality, she drags others with
her, especially those men1 who are under the spell of
her evil fascination. She defames and disgraces her
entire sex. Men who begin life with a reverence for
woman, quickly lose It when they come In contact with
creatures such as she.
We have been trying to teach a high standard of
morals. But the truth Is, that without the aid of some
good woman, the men who can be truly moral are few
and far between, unless so constituted that they can
readily live the lives of celibates. In other words, no
matter how much a man may believe in the theories
that we .vlvocate, he Is powerless to put them Into
practice unless he has the precept and example of
some virtuous woman. On the other hand if lie comes
in contact with, or Is influenced by, a bad woman, his
theories and his beliefs In them go by the board. In
using the term "bad woman" it is hardly necessary to
remark that these are not by any means confined to
the unsavory sections of large cities, nor does the public always recognize them to be that which they actual
ly are. Such women disgrace and often bring misery
and ruin into their
homes. Also they ignore
their promises made at the altar to "love, honor and
obey." Under such conditions, home, which was In
tended to be an earthly Heaven, Is, on the contrary.
a terrestrial Hell. Colorado Springs (iazette.
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1HE SQUARE DEAL CLUB
FOR BOTH WOMEN AND GIRLS

00XXXXX00OC0X0pX)X)XXX)0
This is a new kind of a club. It is for girls and
but boys and men may join If they want to.
The club has no officers and no dues. It costs nothing
but effort and it brings large returns.
Iloth you and
your next-doneighbor may belong and neither know
that the other is a member.
This cUib has a name and a purpose. Kvery club
has a name, but not every club has a purpose. It Is the
purpose of the club to help each one of us who wants
to try to live up to the square deal. If we Join the club
we can't keep change given us by mistake.
We can't
borrow and forget to pay back. We can't sponge. We
can't pretend not to see the conductor when he comes
to collect fares. We can't fix it so that the man or
woman who happens to be riding with us pays both
fares. We can't gossip because to say things behind
a person's back that we are ashamed to say to his face
Isn't giving that person the square deal.
We can't
quibble or hedge or dodge.
We've got to face things
and face them squarely. We can't steal our employer's
time by loitering in the toilet room. The Square Deal
era draw straight lines and turn square corners. There
are no winning paths or crooked ways in the square
deal. Anyone can become a member by signing tills
pledge. Head it before you sign it. If you sign it
cut it out and keep it where you can see it often enough
to refresh your memory.
women,
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j Furniture,

WILLIAM McINTOSH, Preildent
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Glassware,

Rugs,

Draperies
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T. C. NEAD, Treaiurer
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Manager
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Bl'ILD- WILL COST
SO.MKTHI.Mi I.IKK $50,000.
fieorge E. Ellis announced
this
morning that the biard of home missions of the Presbvterlan church had
purchased about tw acres of ground
from him. In Santa Fe, located north
of the federal bulbing there, for the
mrpose of erecting i Handsome build
ing. The citizens af Santa Fe sub
scribed the money to construct the
building, which will cost ln'the neigh
borhood of $50,000
The board of
home Isslons has glrlsbulldlng In
Santa Fe and the new one will be
for boys and younj men.
The deal
Is said to have bee)i hanging fire for
the past six months.
Mr. Ellis re
ceived a check fo the ground from
the First National bank of Santa Fe
this mornlnf.
lXfJ,
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We have started a general
campaign for increased business. Our business was one-thimore in 1906 than in
1905, and we want it one
half more in 1907. We have
the goods. We have the
prices. We want the business. We will be pleased to
show you through our large
stock and convince you that
our prices are the lowest '
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BUILDING

1

F. H. STRONG
General House

The Optic says: The girls' basket
ball team of the Las Veeaa hlirh
:hool is practicing dally for their
lime with the girls of the University
of New Mexico at Albuoueroue on
ext Friday night. The young ladles
.ill leave this eltv nn Thurmlnv nlirht
and a number of rooters and friends
f the team in Las Vegas will accom-an- y
tnem to see them defeat the
girls of the Duke City.
A regular meeting" of the Klks will
be held this evening In the lodge
rooms. There will be inflation followed by refreshments. V siting Elks
are Invited to be present.
A special meeting of the Retail
Merchants' association will be held
this evening In the association's rooms
u the Whiting building at 7:30 o'clock
when the annual election" oT officers
will take place. Attorney
O. W.
Klock will address the members on
the subject, "Shippers Bights Under
the Hallway Tint Law."
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WHICH

WIES

in Albuquerque
See Ours

RflclMTOSH HARDWARE CO.
breaking in

J. D. Eakln, President
G. Gloml, Vice President.

Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

needed

MORTUARY

Ctau. Melinl, Secretary

O. Bachechl.

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLKBALK DKALKHB IN

i

Mrs. Jnanita Marino.
Mrs. Juanlh Marino, wife of Mar
tinez Marino, ja farmer who resides In
Atrlsco, was ptirled this afternoon In
the Atrlsco Cemetery.
Mrs. Marino
was 43 yearsf age and died at her
home In Atrlk'O yesterday morning.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

loloroa Martinez.
of Mrs. Dolores Mar
tinez, who did at her home In Sandoval, X. M.,juf pneumonia, was held
this afternodi In Sandoval.
Mrs.
Martinez leas six sons and a husband. She vhs the mother of David
Perea, postnster and general mer
chant of LosGrlegos.

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe. t.
8chlltz, Win, Lemp and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowetone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayeCe Cedar Brook, toult Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard branda of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bnt sell the straight article aa received by ua from the beat Tnerles,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. call and Inspect oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Priea List,
Issued to dealers only.
3BU
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The funer4

TELEGR PHIC

MARKETS

"ftkndtm

with the foot"

V-l-

''

J

85

The flexible sole Red Cross
fj comfort a ble from

Vie

11

Ing:

May cotton .1
AntVrlcan Suir

$10.03

Amulgamatetli'opper
American Snilters
American Ca Foundry
Atchison, coni
Baltimore an(wo
Brooklyn ItapB Transit
Anaconda ..
Canadian Paclc
Colorado Fuej
Chicago tlreat Western
common I
Louisville andjashvllle
Missouri I'acifl
Mexican CentiJI
National Lead
New York Cei
Norfolk . . .
Pennsylvania
Heading com
kock Jsianu I'll
Southern Pad
St. Paul
Southern Kail
I'nion Pacific
Northern Paci
Northern Pad riles
Greene Con
Santa Fe copj
Culumet und Ak.ona
North Unite
Old Dominion
Copper Hange
Shannon . . .

r

Shoe

The followfig quotations were
icitru oy j urai : uo.,
over their fn private wl res from
New York, oni 37, Harnett Hulld- -

U. S. S. com
lT. S. S. pfd

yf'

134
119
152
44

V4

107'A
121
81

28614
193 V
.

fi6V4
17
43Vi
143

In ttook to outfit tbo
kpmosttvtrytblag
fmttldloas bar eomploto

start.

Humphrey

The burning and aching
:aused by stiff soles and the
;vils of thin soles are nre- ented by the Red Cross. It
inaDies a woman to be on her
;eet for hours at a time with
comfort.
A stylish
thoe

OVALS
HEAT with the
Whole of it
COOK with

thafs

Half of

absolutely
comfortable

it

Simple,

Cheap,
Economical.

914
"

140
136
29
93
131
32
ISO

49
107
160
21
30
6

179
118
54

The Albuquerque

N: Si. RtJ Cnu
taumi Ctlt Blueitr,

133
91

Gas, Electric Light

U-O-

and Power Co.

Dxfords,
$X.ko and $1.00

Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

iigh Shoes,

$4.00 and $3.50
Let us fit you.

Phono Red 98

SEE
CHAPLIN
121 Wett Railroad Ave.
Albuquerque
New Mexico

(Eighty-fiv- e

WILLIAM

Conceded today le be the best is the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos

X6

'.'0

ProtlSe Market.
Chicago, Jan '.i. Closing quota- lions:
I OK 1907.
S;i'.lti:1 DUAL
July 75'mTi
Wheat May
7
During the year ttt I pledge myself to the Square
c: July 43c
orn May
Deal.
Oats May 3tLei'c; July 3
I'll be square with myself.
s'.
Pork May h.40; July $16.5:..
I'll be square with my family.
Iird May $i'5;
$.!7;JulyJuly $9.40.
I'll be square with my friends.
Kilis - May
$.07e.
I'll be square with my employer.
I'll be square with my grocer and tradesmen.
Idea Livestock.
I'll be square with my enemies.
Chicago, Jan. 9. Cattle receipts,
When I buy I'll pay.
22.0OU, market (long for best, und
When I speak I'll speak the truth.
others steady, lleevcs $4.157.10;
cows and heifi $1.50(ii 5.25;
When I work I'll do my best work.
ers and feedel
Texans
When I play I'll be fair.
When I sign this pledge 1 promise that every time $3.7.'. fit 4.50; w. i ns $6.00 rii 8.50.
J2.O90, market
Sheep
rece
I slip to brace up
und begin over again.
steady to 10c ,;her. Slu . p $1.60 'n
I believe in the Square Deal.
I believe that it
7.75; lambs $4. if 7.75.
the Square Dealer that counts, and I want to count.
I pledge myself to membership in the Squai
eal- Mom .Market.
Money on call
club.
New York, J
9.
I'll begin today to give the Square Deal a fair trial tlrni. 2 U 9 per c it; prime mercantile
paper i ti 'a p cent; silver 69 He.
for one year.
(Signed)
St. IOtiUVVool Market.
(Date)
St. Louis. Jaliii. Wool Hleady and
unchanged.

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)

...BOLD ONLY BY THE...

MUSIC
WHITSON
(Eatablished
1882.)

i,c;

CO.

Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In mualo
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay-

3.i'

ment plan,
116 South Second street.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

r.
PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

stock-$2.604.7- 5;

THEY ALWAYS

GO TOGETHER

a happy purxe and a good, nourishing
loaf of llallin'8 delicious bread. Our
luead doesn't make your purse nutter.
It is more economical than baking at
home, and you get palatable
and
wholemome eating without cooking at
less coHt than when you bake yourself.
Try some of our It 11 iter t'rtani. It is 0
a meal for the Gods.

t

PIONEER BAKERY,
BOUTM

riRBT BTRKK7.

(

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8T0CK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
SOI North First Street.
Both Phones.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH
S

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

2 0 West Railroad Avenue

ooaooOiOiOiiOi

Finest Whiskies

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc,

J

I

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS
m
m id m ma m

o

a

I

'

MKNjFlAY. JAM All Y

.

BLLBUQUEItQUE

ItftTj"

COME

SHOULD PRESCRIPTIONS
UNDER

PURE

REV.

LAW? DISCOURSES ON

FOOD

San Marciai Druggist Expounds on
of Law to Territorial Pharmacists. t

CONFESSION

Im-partiality

'

(T

O'MALLEY

PURCHASERS SHOULD LOOK FOR
LABELS ON EVERYTHING THEY BUY

Quotes Scripture as Authority
for Forgiveness
of Sin.
Desplu the Inclemency of the sea
a fine and appreciative audience
attended the Catholic church last

son,

EVENING CITIZEH.

sprlnp, when matinee races on the
mesa track will be held. Joe Bar-ne- tt
Is expected to bring on? home
when he comes. C. P. Klempp has
one under way at Los Angeles, T. J.
Shlnlck has the fever and Is polling
his fast road mares.
Emit Mann Is
figuring on a racer, and work on the
new track will soon be finished, when
automobile matinees will be something worth going out to see.

TAGK FIVK.

Mr. Calvin Cliilton, MnnntlramatM.

Cnngrrftntlonnl Ciinrcli Voilno- ilay, January 9.
People from the east and from the
north will have an opportunity to
learn what a southern woman can do
nt the Congregational church Wednesday night. Mrs. Chilton is a real
southern lady. Tickets at the door.
THOUSANDS

AND

under
signed haa read with considerable Interest the articles appearing In The
Kvenlng Citlsen during the last few
days regarding the pure food and
drug act, and as they seem to he.
like the opinions of the writer, without any degree of authority whatever,
I cannot see why a few lines of my
ideas would be out of place.
Apparently, the law seems to be a
direct Imposition on the druggists of
the territories, and of the District of
Columbia; and were one of us disposed to take a narrow view of the
matter, that would be the only logical
conclusion, at which we could at
present arrive: but as we all know
that the United States government is
not an administrator of injustice, but
rather of Justice, we will have to
take another view of the situation.
We here, like we presume all other
druggists of New Mexico and Arizona,
in fact, of all the territorial possessions of the United States, have been
busily engaged for the past month or
so in getting labels from the various
jnanufacturerers and placing them
upon the preparations for which they
were Intended, but even at this date
we are far from having our stock
completely labeled, and the law is
supposed to be at present in full force
and effect. We are of the opinion
that if the true letter of the law were
carried out and the terms of it had
been strictly put into force, on the
first of the year, there would not be
a single drug store, bakery, grocery
store, saloon, confectionery, butcher
shop, restaurant nor hotel in the territories running at this date. Again,
we do believe that every druggtsts's

i

HO-TK-

JUSTICE

-

OF

THE

PEACE ELECTION

Next Monday, Jan. 14, the election
for Justices of the pence and constables throughout the county and
city precincts will take place, and in
some of the precincts the contests
will be close and exciting.
This evening the people's party will
hold primaries In the two city precincts and will nominate candidates
for Justice of the peace and constable.
Several names are being mentioned
today as available candidates
for
these two precinct offices.
George R. Craig, the present JusIs
tice of the peace of precinct
again up for renominatton by the republicans of his precinct, and he will
surelcy be nominated.
it Is understood that A. J. t'iaw-forthe police magistrate and justice of the pence of precinct 12. will
submit his claims to the republican
primary for a ronomlnation.
A few evenings ago a large number
of republicans, democrats and Independents of precinct 12 met and nominated W. W. McClcllan for justii e of
the peace, and William C. Burgess
for constable. These two gentlemen
are well known to tho voters of precinct 12. and are doing some effective work these days toward seeming
promises from the voters.

Are of neat design and hand'
somely finished. Suitable In
?erjr way to be used In rooms
wltb. the moat refined furntsn-InngFar superior to the
heavy,
ungainly, nolay
usual
folding tables hat were heretofore the only Xlnd made.

Orders left with New Home Bakery will receive prompt attention and
delivery.

s.

Opera House Roller Rink
....

-

? i

d,

Prices Range From $5.00 Up

ALBERT FABER
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION
OF THE

Southwestern Savings, Loan and
Building Association
NEW MEXICO,
At the Close of Business, January 1st, 1907
Of LM8 VEGAS,

To the Probate Clerk, as required by utatuteR:

Organized May 1, 1HH0.
Authorized Capital $2,500,000.00.

ic

'Pi jertiM

ASSETS.

mortgage
and
$215,507.11
stock loans
611.45
Furniture and fixtures.
911.13
Cash on hand
2,768.18
Renl estate

First

fifty-nint-

i

"A"

$

6.694.60
13,900.00
2,369.32
3,319.42
1.839.25
1 66.644.22
17,256.49

7,714.(7
$219,797.87

I, C. E. Perry, Secretary of the Southwestern Savings, Loan and
liulldlng Association of Las Vegas, New Mexico, do awear that the
above statement is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
C. E. PERRY, Secretary.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 2nd day of January,
1907.

(Notarial Seal)
EDW. J. McWENIE, Notary Public.
Correct Attest:
II. G. COOKS, President.
JAMES S. DUNCAN, Vice President.
V. U. IIAYDON, Recorder ami Auditor

N.1E. STEVENS, General Agent,
Room 3 First National Bank B'ldg, Albuquerque, N. M.

The Bank of Commerce

RESOURCES

VIABILITIES.
stock
Class "IT stock
Class C" stock
Class D" stock
Class E" stock
Class F" stock
Bills payable . . .
Undivided profits

class

$219,797.87

Ij

te

.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

j

h

i

ALL-OVER- S,

"mm

will

Hound or Bquaro'

THOUSANDS

OF YARDS OF THE NEWEST EMBROIDERIES. LACES AND
AT PRICES TO SUIT ALL.
L. KEMPEXICII.

evening to listen to the eloquent discourse of Father O'Malley on the
great dogma of confession.
After sketching the pernicious Inllu-enc- e
of sin as portrayed In the Bible
and confirmed by all records of profane history, whereon
the high
achievements of man are chronicled,
he asked if there was any remedy for
this terrible evil, was there any panacea provided for by a loving father
In regard to his wayward, erring and
sinful children.
Must the garnered
woe of our youthful, souring chill and
numb us In our declining years.
We know that the advent of Christ
was to herald most consoling doctrines to betoken more stupenduous
prodigies and to achieve more , surpassing wonders In iie moral order.
When Christ mingled among men, he
heeded the cry of every suppliant, he
gave sight to the blind, speech to the
Sessions 10 I 12, 2.30 to S 30 and 7.30 to
dumb, and hearing to the deaf, while
curing their wretched bodies, he en. . .
10.30 P. M.
. . .
hanced the gift by curing their souls
Patronize the "New Home" BakGood Music and no charge for instruction.
from their base servitude of sin.
ery, 213 West Railroad avenue.
Are we then the lost children of his
providence?
Are we who are supposed to be the children of his love,
If You Waal Something Good to Eat Oo To The
cut off from every avenue of divine
consolation? t we accept the preachCHAMPION GROCERY AND MEAT MARKET
ing of our
brethren,
w hile the coming of Christ enphaslzes
XV.
the villainy of sin, it left us no power
to stem Its feted tide of corruption. If
e occupy two large
the power of the sacrament of penruvuu wuu
kiorc
C. K. MEAD.
we
supposed
ance be denied,
who are
complete line of
Note The story Mr. Mead has ref- to have received life more abundantlerence to was taken from a copy of y, are as a matter of fact, no better
STAPLE & FANCY GROCthe pure food and drug law which spiritually than the denizens of this
a .
was passed during the session of the world who lived two or three thousERIES, FRESH and SALT
congress last summer, and and years before the coming of the
h
MEATS, POULTRY, ETC
'the ojiinlions of eminent lawyers Christ Child of Bethlehem.
thereon.
gentleman showed
The reverend
that confession Instead of being a
Best Lucca Olive Oil a
Is conformable
monster hob goblin
Specially.
to human nature, and even congenial
OBSERVE BIRTHDAY
to It. Its conformity is supported by
GEO. E. ELLIS WILL
Prompt delivery to all part
the general saying, which Webster so
ol the city.
elegantly developed In his famous
BURNS
OE
ROBERT
REFURNISH THE ELITE'
speech of the Knapp trial "Murder
will out."
We find the same maniLOMMORI & MATTEUCCI
festation of mind and heart In the
social, commercial and even
rooming iioisp,
hi: mx i:KIXO )!' .IVNl'ARY 25TII T1IF. domestic,
political world. It is .a balm to
TIMK KI.KS ll.M.Ii T1IK
AS MOHKRX Kl'ltorEAN
bruised feelings; to make another a
placi:.
IX FVTIRK.
sharer in our affliction. He proved
When the deal was closed yesterday
The rejuvenated St. Andrew society It from the text of Matthew XV11I, 16
' by which George B.
Ellis became of Albuquerque will observe the birth- "Whatever you shall bind on earth
proprietor of The Elite rooming day of the poet, Robert Burns with shall be bound in Heaven, and whathouse, on Silver avenue, it marked a a big banquet at the Elks' hall on ever you shall loose on earth shall be
REPORT OFjTHE CONDITION
new epoch in the history of the the evening of January 25. This was loosed In Heaven. It is quite evident
house, which will hereafter be run asj determined at a meeting last night that he Is not speaking of material,
European hotel.
an
called at the office of Dr. W. N. Mac- physical or corporal bonds, for such
or
Mr. Bills has placed a large order beth in the Barnett building for the do not obtain in Heaven, and ut, best
for furnishings with a local dealer purpose of organizing an Albuquerque could bind the soul only indirectly.
and he purposes to refurnish the branch of the Society of St. Andrew. namely, througli the Instrumentality
Himself a hotel
house throughout.
The organization is almost univer- of the body. Hence he Is speaking of
man of twelve years' experience, the sal in Its scope for it exists in every bonds In the moral order, which comnew proprietor has as his assistant T. country, where there are enough prises bonds of law, bonds of punishR. Peters, of Lafayette, Ind., who will Scots to form a society. The pur- ment and bonds of sin. Christ made
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
be in direct charge of the house. Mr. poses of the society are social, fra- this promise to Peter alone aa we
Peters is an experienced hotel man ternal and benevolent. Dr. Macbeth read in Matthew Chapter XVT, and
also and The Elite will be thoroughcalled the meeting to order. Judge subsequently to Peter and all the
At the close of business January 7, 1907 '
ly renovated and refitted throughout. B. F. Adams succeeded him in the apostles assembled together.
Christ
For five years Mr. Ellis was pro- chair and R. W. Hadden was made could not give a strictly divine power,
prietor of The Claire hotel In Santa temporary secretary. The following as omnipotence or omniscience to
Fe, where he made many friends officers .were then elected:
any human creature,
kui wnaiever
among the traveling fraternity.
He
power Christ had us man he could
President William Mcintosh.
Christ
removed to Albuquerque last DecemD. A. Macpherson. give to his fellow creatures.
Vice President
ber, having disposed of his hotel InSecond Vice President George Ar- - had power as man to forgive sins, for
1 1,005, 430.
I.0UHK and Discounts
terests to acquire the interests of M. not.
the reason that he performed a mir
5,036.95
Fixture!"
and
Furniture
power.
H. Sabln in the Bennett curio store,
this
Wilprove
had
acle, to
Honorary Vice President Col.
that he
13,421.97
Fteal
Kstate
on First street.
cure
purchased
he
of
Later
as witness the Instantaneous
liam S. Hopewell.
117,469. 2U
Oanh
the proprietorship in The Elite roomSecretary R. W. Hadden.
the helples paralytic. On Easter Day
367, 60S. 33
Due from other Hank
ing house, a new structure which Is
after his death and glorious resurrecTreasurer Dr. W. N. Macbeth.
modernly
equipped
with
electric
The committee on permanent or- tion he appeared In the midst of his
lights, hot and cold water and baths. ganization includes: P. MacCullum, apostles and said to them "Peace be
$l,.ri0S,93.7
to you." Having breathed upon them
Dr. Macbeth. B. F. Adams, D. A.
Ghost,
ye
Holy
comthe
he said, "Receive
and R. W. Hadden. This
APPARENTLY TOOK
mittee will report Saturday night In whose sins you shall forgive, they are
forgiven them, and whose sins you
the constitution and
He
The banquet Invitation list contains shall retain, they are retained."
ALL THEY WANTED
does not say, "Whose sins God forthe name of Governor Hagerman.
t 150, 000. UO
i.'uilil I'uid L'p
or
Dr. Macbeth, R. W. Hadden and gives, they are forgiven them,"
59,044.21
Surplus and I'rofits
THIKVfcS APPROPRIATE HKV. .1. D. A. Macpherson is the banquet com- "whose sins I, the redeemer forgive,
1,299,919.5s
Depoxlta
An appropriate program Is they are forgiven," but "Whose sins
mittee.W. BARRON'S HARXKKS
AXI
you shall forgive, they are forgiven
In preparation.
HOKK,
M1XISTKR
WHII.K
them." It is a canon accepted
f 1.501.963.79
DREAMS OK THIEVES.
by all scriptural critics to accept the
With great deliberation, some one ORTIZ WITHDRAWS
words of scripture In their plain, simTerritory of New Mexico,
walked through the front gate at the
Hence by this
ple, obvious sense.
bounty of llcriiallllo ss:
home of Rev. J. W. Barron, 819
canon we are warranted in accepting
FROM ELECTION CONTEST the power of forgiving sins..
South Edith street, last night, while
I, W. S. Strlckler, Vice I'renldent and Cashier of the
the family was asleep, and Rev. BarIf you admit the apostles had powron himself was dreaming of thieves,
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
er to forgive sins, and deny that pow- and entering the barn in the rear, XO TESTIMONY TAKEN BEFORE er to their legitimate successors, then
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
.11 STICK OF PEACE IN PREtook from the buggy a fine laprobe
if you are logical, you must deny the
W. S. KTIUCKLER.
CINCT NO. 5, YESTERDAY.
and from a peg u set of single harpower of baptising or preaching the
V. P. & Cash.
ness, and went the same way he
God, or any other ministerword
of
Modesto Ortiz, candidate on the re- ial work. The same reason supports
came, leaving not the slightest clew
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th day of
publican ticket for a legislative neat, both. And hence either stand toto his identity.
January, A. K. 1 !07.
Rev. Barron discovered at fi:30 this has withdrawn his contest of election gether or fall .and our
morning that the gate had been open- against Lucero y Montoya. He
R. M M ERR ITT,
who deny the power of conElfego friends,
Attorney
when
ed and saw the barn door standing
fession, logically destroy all foundaN'e'.ary Public.
Elfego
Aattorney
morning,
when
open, and suspected that something
tion of religious faith or practice.
the
appeared
of
Justice
before
.
was wrong.
"My first intimation Baca
iiiti:-iousChrist knew that the apostles being
was that the horse wus gone," said Peace Antanaclo Barela, of precinct men, were doomed to death, and his
con5,
of
the
notice
before whom
Rev. Barron this morning, "but my No.
work was to endure for all time.
soLuiitiN i.i'.A. fwn
fears were soon set at rest on that test directed Montoya should appear namely, to teach truth and do away
testimony.
Attortaking
of
score by the animal whinnying. The for the
.1
W. J. JOHNSON.
o.
with error, to destroy sin and build
Montoya's
as
appeared
ney
Baca
theft of the other things I discovered
up virtue, lie organized in the apose
witthe
a few minutes later, but I could find counsel to
an organization with power and
The notice of contest was tles
no tracks or other evidence that nesses.
to carry out those great
privileges
ago
named
and
might lead to the Idently of the thief tiled several weeks
As In the constitution of the
works.
us
time
for
a.
10
the
ni..
or thieves. I notified the police, but January 8, at
American government the president
I think that It was some one from taking the testimony.
dies, but the office remains, so aposthe country and there Is little possitle dies, but the office remains and his
bility of capturing them. A peculiar
successors enjoys all the ordinary
thing about It, too," concluded the ARGUMENTS CLOSE
power of the office.
minister, "I was dreaming of thieves
The power 'of the confession w as an
Have Your Hand Read by Most Renowned
last night."
one, which CVirlst establishIN 'RAILROAD CASE ordinary
la
ordinary
the
ed to combat sin. It
means presecribed by a loving father
SHOES WILL REPLACE DRY
to be
children,
Jl IM.E ABBOTT'S DECISION WILL for all histosinful
him.
PROBABLY BE RESERVED
In conclusion we have the highest
IXIIt SOME TIME.
GOODS AT GLOBE STORE
warrant In saying that If the Bible
The injunction case of the Arizona and revelation have any meaning,
& Colorado railway against the Denconfession Is the ordinary means for
Has Arried, Will Remain a Short Time Only
Leon Hertzog, who has been mannow every baptised person to enter Heavver & Rio Grande railway
aging the general store on north First with Judge Ira A. Abbott, of the dis- en. If we neglect the one ordinary
street, owned by the
Argument in the case way of getting to Heaven, we cannot
trict court.
Tells the past present and future. Reunites separated, tells how
combination, will have closed yesterduy
ut 6 expect that an extraordinary way will
afternoon
to gain the love of the one you desire, though miles away; how to succharge of the Globe store, purchased o'clock. Hon. T. B. Catron, of Santa be ready at hand to suit our convenceed in business, speculations, marri.ige, law suits; locates mineral.
yesterday by the same firm. Mr. Heit-ro- g Fe, and Attorney K. N. Clark, of Den- ience.
KKK MOUKltATK.
management ver, closed the argument for the dewill begin active
This evening's subject will he
51 (JIUMl I'ENTRATi HOTEL.
ROOM
January 13, which Is next Tuesday, fendant.
"Sanction of the Divine Law."
begin
closing
on
out
the
stock
and
owing to the large amount of tesband. When this is done, the store timony and the fact that Judge Abof bott will be engaged with supreme AUTO
will be remodelled and a stock
ON
RACES
shoes will replace the dry goods. J. court matters for some time, it is not
i. Caldwell, who lias been 111 charge thought that he will reach a decision
DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
THE MESA TRACK
of The (Jlobe store since the retire- in the case for a week or ten days.
L.
Rice,
which
occurred
of
Argument on the merits of the case
Olto
ment
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT Covers more. Iocs best, wears the
some months ago. will remain with occupied two and a half days,
loDgebt, most economic); full measure.
new
I be
ownership.
the
store under
while the ruling on evidence took up
The automobile fever is taking a
BUILUiNU PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
The purchase of The Clone store almost all of last week. All of the sood hold on Albuquerque, the streets
Glass, Saab, Doors, Etc.
attorneys have departed are quite lively with them now and
gi-the
STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUCUEHQUE, NEW MtX.
FIRST
j
city.
for their respective homes.
four stores in the
several more will be here the coming
business In these territories has decreased in value from the
or misconstruction that the
Inquisitive public is likely to place upon them. Take for example the fact
that the tincture of ginger, according
to the eighth revision of the United
States Pharmocopla, contains in the
neighborhood: of from 90 to 96 per
cent alcohol. Is only one instance
where people are likely to think that
as staple an article as this, is put before them with a view to Induce them
Into the alcoholic habit, and very
few of the uniformed are willing to
accept the fact th.it this per cent of
alcohol Is necessary to maintain the
true medicinal properties of the medicine.
Again, what are the doctors going
to do with their prescriptions?
Probably I am wrong, but It does seem
that in order to he strictly In accordance with the law, every druggist
when he prepares a doctor's prescription should figure out the per
cent alcohol and the different other
Ingredients it contains, and put them
on the label of the bottle, if that Is
the case the pharmaceutical vendors
should take an additional course of
instruction in rnpid calculation.
I would like to hear from some
more of our friends on the above
subject., and see" if any of their ideas
run In the same channel as mine,
Kespectfully.

To The Evening OUxen.
Sun Marclal, N. M. The

Burrovves Feather
Weight Folding
TABLES

INVESTIGATE!

10

PER CENT DISCOUNT

All those purchasing a scholarship In any of our day courses between now and January 1. 1907,wlll receive a 10 per cent discount
from the regulur price. Enter at once. We can secure you a position
when ready for It.
COURSES IN SHORTHAND, BOOKKEEPING, TYPEWRITING ENGLISH AND SPANISH.

DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL

of the Albuquerque Business College
Library Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico
W. e. MILIKEN, Rreeldent.

Mac-pers-

IIAHILITIES

s.

HANDSOME

SouvenirwsCrockery
or
VIE

Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description

& Co,
Borradaile
117 W. Gold
Ave.

ic

.It

ffi'"fT'r'iy

HAi.ri:ilHiE.Jtj2jm;

cross-examin-

Palmist and Clairvoyant

Mme. Le Normand

1

J.

s

I

C.

BALDRIDGE

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The

telephone

makes

the'

duties lighter, the cares less,
and the worries fewer.
YOU

NEED A TELEPHONE

The telephone

preserve

yeme

heslth, prolongs your life and
protect
IN

your home.
YOUR

HOMI

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices, 622 West Railroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specKI'.y. Treatment for the permanent cure of all drug
hablta undertaken. The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; you
to Judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to 3 o'clock. W. W. McCORMICK, Id. D. '
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The Matthew Dairy Co.
Start the New rear With a Greeting to

All.

Messrs. Jones and McFall. experienced men Just from ths ilell Vernon
Farms Co. Dairy, of Los Angeles, will have the business In charge. This
means you will get the best dairy products on the market.
Ouo trial
and you are our customer.
Yours for 1907,
Till: M.VITHKW HAIRY CO.
THOMPSON. JONES and MlFALL. Proprietors.
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ALBUQUERQUE
Mexico had been neglected, especially
In the southern section, where the big

EVENING CITIZEN.

W

KINRsAV, JAXUAIIV t,

1901.

gymnasium. The players kt.pt their
ernors of a number of states, Includ
ball suits at the gymnasium, where
Always R.cmcAtr Lh Fall NmM
ing Colorado. Oregon, Wisconsin and
producing mines, which have made they dressed for the morning and afNorth
Dakota
had
sent
their
consti
the history of the section are located. ternoon practice, and hardened thtir
tutions and other documents for the
"Here," said Mr. Traylor. "me the muscles by walking or running out
use of the convention.
Kelly and I,nke Valley, mines which In the grounds. After practice they
The meeting then proceeded to
MUZZLE SCANDAL
produced millions since they were would return to the club house, take
the committees, as follows:
opened. In the Hlllsboro district many a shower bath nnnd don their utreet
Bernalillo E. S. Stover. Frank W.
millions have been produced in placer clothes. The Chcago team wa made
Clancy, George S. Klock.
gold and gold and copper from quartz
of a well behaved lot of men and
IT SEEMS THT Tlll ltE ARE
Chaves John W. Poe.
ledges. The nd Kingston camp above there
no trouble till Connie
was
Colfax -- Uhurlcs Springer.
SOME
PITTSIUKGEIIH
WHO
Hlllsboro. which has produced large Mack's team Jiappened along on n
Dona Ana
It. E. Mcltrlde.
ARE
ASHAMED
quantities of lead and silver, Is now Imrasiotiiiing tour.
TO GO TO NEW
Eddy K. F. Bujan.
being
YORK !
They, too. were given the privileges
The lead and silver
Grant Theodore W. Carter.
production of Silver City has reached of the gymnasium, but paid absoluteGuadalupe Selso Baca.
millions, and Georgetown, Santa Kit. ly no attention lo the posted rules,
Lincoln George W. Prlchard.
Pittsburg. Pa. Jan. 8
Believln
I'inos Altos and the Mogollon mounused language that Hi became them.
Luna James N. Upton.
that Pittsburg scandals are ruining
And In His New York Inter- tains have added their quota to the and finally made such nuslances of Attended and Constitutional
McKinley Edward Hart
me
city
the Pittsburg
th tnselves that the gymnasium privimineral wealth of the region. In
Mora 4a vino P. Sanchez. Crecn-cl- o cnamoer commercially,
or commerce, whose mem
view Tells Some Interesting Magdalena mountains. Just south the
Delegates In Attendance Adof lege was withdrawn from all hall play
Fernandiz.
bcrshlp
represent
Cure a Cold In One Day
about a million
Albuquerque. I and my associates are ers. The New York Nationals, under
Otero J. M. Helm.
dollars
of
aclptal.
Facts About the District.
has
a
launched
Interested In the development of the the leadership of McUraw, have made
journ
to
February 5.
Quay C. C. Davidson.
Cure Crip in Two Days
crusade with tbe
Kelly group of mines, which are one such a reputation that there is hardof keepln
Rio Arriba L. B. Prince,
M.
f. mime FUMiioai oui Intent
or
tne
columns
Samuel W. Traylor, president of the of the most valuable properties I have ly a ropulable hoHl in the south that
J. M. C. Chavez.
of the newspapers of the country.
The meeting of delegate to the Salnzar.
Traylor KnicineerinK company of New ever been personally connected with will now hook them during the spring
Roosevelt George L. Reete.
on vtry
Appeal has already been made to
.Memphis is about Constitutional
or
In. The ore bodies are not training series.
Interested
reconven
convention
Sandoval Manual Armljo.
York "lty, who wna recently in Al- so extensive In width a some low the only town open to the Giants, and ed Monday afternoon In
publishers
the
of
newsPittsburg
the Capitol
San Junn Jay Turley.
papers to keep from their columns
buquerque, has submitted to an in- grade properties In Arizona and Nav last season almost put up the bars in accordance with the morning ad
San Miguel Margarita
Romero, reports of divorce
cases and other
Journment.
terview by the New Yolk f.lobe, ada. but they are of greater length there.
Tipton.
William
R.
sensational stories arising from the
COMING EVENTS
Captain Dan McGann threw a negro
wherein he given out reliable Infor- and no ore less than ten feet Is being
In addition to those present at the
J. W. Akers, T. B. Cat- Immorality
Fe
Santa
and loose methods of
mation which Is of (treat Interest to nil mined. This represents the thickness rubber through the Clarendon hottl morning session. Colonel George W. ron. David M. White.
living of the quick-ricIt is the
persoim IiviiiK In New Mexico.
delegate from
Mr. of the vein, which Is forty feet thick window- and Mike Devlin went on a Prlchard,
Lincoln
Sierra H. A. Wolford.
January 11 Miss Claude Albright
Traylor Is nupervisinK engineer as well in some places. It Is a remarkable toot that advertised the team to its county, and J. W. Akers. delegate
H. o. Bursum, A. A.
Bocnrro
n grand opera sketches at Elka' od- There are e number of from Santa Fe county, were In at
as the largest Imllvluuat owner of the feature of the deposits that the entire discredit.
era house, under auspices of St.
Smelting and Develop- mass mined is mineral, without gan nice fellows on the New York team, tendance.
Taos Jose Ignacio Garcia, K. D.
John's Episcopal church.
ment company, which company own cue or quartz matter, and the richness hut there are also other kind of felA number of letters from delegates Leon.
January 18. Murry and Mack, in
what Is known Is this xection of the of the ore will be appreciated when lows whose manners plainly Ind- who round It impossible to be present
Torrance Francisco A. Zamorn.
comic opera.
country a.s the Kelly mine In the It Is understood that It requires only icate lack of breeding or considera- In person
Union
Enrarnaclon
Sandoval.
were
Among
read.
them
January 28 Paul Gilmore, la Yale.
Magdalena mountains, and It Is the about seven cubic feet in place In the tion for the feelings or opinion of were the following:
Valencia Boleslo Romero.
February 1 Xing Richard
th
facts given In relation to this great mine to equal a ton. while the aver others.
W.
X
Fe,
moved
Akers
Santa
of
H. o. Bursuin
lion.
of
Socorro
Third, by John Grfflth.
property which tire of so much Inter age In most mines is from fifteen to
county wrote: "I think it would be that the secretary send notice to each
reuruary 4 Hoyfs Corned v Com
ITALY AND JAMESest locally, especially when It Is taken twenty-fiv- e
feet."
advisable for those present in Santa member of the committee, requesting
pany.
TOWN EXPOSITION. be to organize
Smelting and
The
Into consideration that Mr. Traylor
presence
In
on
Tuesday
his
the
first
appoint
and
a
com
February 5 Sis Hopkins.
Naples, Jan. 9. The president of mlttee to
company has already shipin recognized everywhere In the east
legislature February, which motion carried.
confer with
February 6 Messenger Boy.
and west us being one of the most ped from the Kelly mine alone ap- the chamber of commerce today an- with reference to the the
counS.
M.
Salnzar
of
Arriba
Rio
holding
of a
February 9 Creeton Clarke.
eminent and practical mining engi proximately 27.000 tons of ore with a nounced that this country would be constitutional convention."
ty, moved fti.U the secretary procure
February 11 Julius
bv
Caesar
neers In the United States, and that gross average value In gold, silver well represented at the forthcoming
as
publication
proceedings
Dr.
the
the
of
W.
Tipton
It.
Miguel
of San
Charles Hanford.
anywhere he Is willing to invest his lead, zinc and copper of about $55 per exposition at Jamestown, Va., U. S. county telephoned from
as
generally
throughout
territory
the
Ias Vegas
March 14 The, Counts nklnnn
own money, unlimited capital is will- ton. making in round numbers $1, A. Exhibits are ready for shipment that he had hoped to attend
but was possible, which motion carried.
This Is the banner performence of
Home, Oeona. Palermo. Flor- detained by
48.1.000 for the mine as the result of from
ing to follow.
to
adjourned
meeting
The
then
Important
an
operation.
me season.
The Evening t'ltlsten is conildent one year's operations. At present 100 ence. Mllen and this city. The king He thought that the meeting was meet wh"h all delegates elected to the
that not one person In a thousand tons of ore are shipped dally. The Trl has J.ust announced that four battle- timely and proper and wished to go convention who can attend on Tiles
If you want results In
vow i
living In this territory has realized Bullion company Is now completing ships and a crulFLr will sail from on record as in favor of the meeting flay, February f. at 10 a. in.
tr an Evening Citizen want ad.
that not only one, but two or more plans for the construction of u mod here in such time as to be present of the convention and he would do
of the greatest mines In the world are ern and complete plant for successful at the opening of the exposition and everything In his power to aid In the
bcated at Kelly, less than one hund- ly treating and extracting all of the that they would remain there for a wark of framing a constitution to
red miles from this city, and that values from the Kelly ores; or in fact, considerable time.
confer with the legislature.
these mines are steadily producing any similar ores to be found in the
Hon. F. W. Clancy of Bernalillo
more than two jifllions dollars a United States. The first unit of the CELEimATINU HISTOItIC
BATTLE A X X I V E ItsAKY. county wrote: "I am In favor of leg
year, and what is of more import- plant will be for handling 200 tons
New Orleans, Jan. 9. The city lslatlve authorization of a convention
ance, the ore deposits are of such a dally of crude ore, averaging about 35
as early as practicable after the close
H. D. W. ENGLISH.
per cent zinc which will be extracted state and national Hags were Hying of the legislature. As there
nature that mining on an extensl
are many
In commemo
President Pittsburg Chamber of
scale will continue In that camp for in the form of zinc oxide. The addi over city hall yesterday
members of the bar among the dele
ninety-firanlversary
of
the
ration
generations to come. In referring to tion of about 3,000 retorts will proCommerce.
of New Orleans which gates I suggest that the first of June a iiviiiti i. or wiiiski v
ton of the battle
oilier mines In the camp, we partic- duce from twenty to twenty-fiv- e
would be as early as they can attend
iiMi--rVfwintention
1885,
Genof
on
8.
this
when
Jan.
commercial body to
occurred
ivii vii fnv;
ularly have in view the
Graphic, of spelter daily.
Andrew Jackson, afterwards without Inconvenience."
IAst week several unlives, while save the Smoky city any further
Regarding the extent and value of eral
which is a mine equally important
Hon. Celso
Baca of Guadalupe searching for driftwood on the banks shame.
president of the United States, routed
In every respect as the Kelly and the Kelly mines Mr. Traylor said:
"This Is not a selfish proposition
British army nt New Orleans. county wrote to Hon. L. Bradford of the Gila, found a
barrel
"The lead In our Kelly ores of itself the day
wherein only last week we chroniis a legal holiday In the state Prince: "I find It impossible to go of whiskey full of the liquor, says the said President H. V. W. English, of
cled the striking of the greatest and considering the cheapness of mining. The
of Louisiana and several patriotic so- at this time but I authorize you to Salomonville Rulletln. They rolled it the chamber, In speaking of the crurichest body of ore ever found in the the simple method of extraction and cieties
represent me at the meeting of dele to town, nntl ns thev bail no license sade. "It is for the commercial and
banqueted last night.
Magdalena mountains.
the enormous tonnage shown, would
gates and I am In favor of holding to sell Honor hv
wholesale, concluded Industrial good of the city. I feel
In addition to the great properties be considered In many of the mining MME. XOItlUCA IS NOW
the constitutional convention In the to dlstribue It among themselves, that the public should be given the
mentioned, the Llllie group adjoining camps of the United States as a mine
IN NEW YOltK CITY summer."
news, but the reports of scandals,
these and owned by. Albuquerque In- In itself and a most valuable one. The
Oeorge 8. Klock of Bernalillo coun friends and compadres.
New York, Jan. 8. There was a
such as have filled the columns of
represents
our
In
lead,
however,
Is
terests
mine
undoubtedly
as valuable
very large and fashionable gathering ty expressed regret that preparation
the papers not here alone, but elseground In proportion to Its acreage only a small portion of our ore values. In the Carnegie hall last ufternoon for the supreme court which occu FOREST IlAXOEIt CASE
MARRIEO MISS .MAXWELL where throughout the country, during
us either of the others, and more- It Is my belief that we have, conserva when Mme, Nordloa sang selections pied every moment of his time
past eight months, have been a
John H. Case, forest ranger on the the
over following the great ryhollte con- tively the largest zinc mine, consider from the "Inflammatus" from Itos- - prevented his attendance.
He said:
positive hurt to the city.
reserve,
(ilia
Maxwell
Miss
of
and
ing
no
whatever,
tact for a mile north and two and
thus far slnls "Stabat Mater." She was as- - "I take great Interest In the proposed
other values
"Already you hear Pittsburg no
Pleasanton, on the Frisco, were mar longer
one-hamiles south of the Kelly and developed In the United States, and sited by Safonoff und the pianist. work of our delegates to the constitucalled the 'Iron city' or the
pass
They
recently
Smelting
Paso.
at
El
ried
and Charles Anthony. Madam Nordlca tional convention for this territory.
tiraphlc mines. There Is no question that the
city' or the 'Smoky city,' but
In the minds of several mining engiDevelopment company, which con tins definitely nnounced that she will It is the only thing to do nt this time. ed through Silver City last week en ItSteel
MISS CLAUDE ALBRIGHT
now
is
called the 'Scandal city."
neers that there are still greater bod- trols the Kelly mines, will be the not sing In opera during her present Let the delegates assemble and pre- route to their home at Mogollon. The That's a
misnomer.
going
to
We're
Is
In
a
Maurice
law
sister
of
In
a
ies of zinc sulphide ore to be opened largest producer of this metal
pare a model fundamental law. I am bride
visit to this country.
will appear in a
correct that.
up.
short time. We will be able to secure
persuaded that should we present an Coats, a prominent merchant of Mog"Why,
I've
respectable
heard
of
at
was
reared
Pleasanton
ollon,
or
and
The large reduction works men- from what is known as clinker
organic law to congress which Is not
,
How to Prevent Illlious Attacks.
Plttsburgers, who, when, in
tioned by Mr. Traylor In his Interview-wil-l residue coming from the zinc oxide
model
One who is subject to bilious at only
of comprehensive on the Frisco. The groom is a very
ti
are
almost
ashamed
to
ac
resided
cajiable
many
forest official and has
tons daily tacks will notice that for a day or brevity but which aims at the summit
be of great and lasting value to plants and retorts
knowledge that they live In Pitts
New Mexico in general and Albuquerwhich consist almost wholly of iron. more before the attack he is not hun of the best of fundamental enact- in this section for several years.
burg, precipitated, it is claimed, by
que In particular as they will employ This iron contains all of the gold. gry at meal times and feels dull after ments that congress will give heed
the divorces, the murders,
the
to be given by the ladies of
TITLE TOTS TR.XYEI.EI
from 800 to 2,0(10 men, and the sup- copper and about 75 per cent of the eating.
A dose of Chamberlain's to our prayer for admission."
breach of promise suits and what
plies for such a force will be drawn original assay of the silver. We shall Stomach and Liver Tablets when
THREE THOl'SAXO MILES not,
the St. John's guild at the
E. S. Stover of Albuthat savors of the sensational.
almost wholly from Albuquerque. It make the most valuable use of this these first symptoms appear will ward querque, who has been collecting ImThe three little daughters of Emery This thing, if it Is not doing
so
al
Is understood that the commencement product by using it In our blast furThey are for sale by portant data from various states for White were passengers on Friday's ready, will soon begin to injure trade, ELKS'
off the attack.
OPERA HOUSE
of the building of this large plant will nace In connection with smelting
all druggists.
the work of the constitutional con- train, says the Silver City Independ stagnate commerce and Industry."
Frldmy Evtnloa. January It
e
we
ores, which
be within the next thirty or forty days
vention, wrote that a special business ent. The young travelers, aged 8, 10
Some of the cases that have
Iron beds, mattresses, couch covers matter w hich Is just about completed and 12 years, were placed aboard a prompted
and that It will be completed about shall either produce from our own
the chamber of commerce
the first of next November.
mines in Arizona und elsewhere or portiers, 117 Gold avenue. Horradaile made It impossible for him to attend. train at Philadelphia, Pa., and made to try to suppress
the publication of
The Globe article reads us follows: possibly purchase in the general mar & Co.
Jay Tuiiey, delegate elected from the long journey of over 3,500 miles scandals In the newspapers
"are:
Samuel W. Traylor, president of the ket. We huve developed, conservaMr. White came to
San
Juan county, wrote:
"I am unaccompanied.
The Augustus Hartje divorce case.
The Itiglit Nume.
Traylor Engineering company and su tively, at the Kelly mine at this time
heartily In favor of holding the con- Silver City last July to accept a posiThe slaying of Stanford White bv
popular vention and though very busy wil! tion with Lowe and Hann, and had
Mr. August Sherpe. tinpervising engineer of the
400.000 tons of ore, anil before the
Harry K. Thuw.
Smelting and Development company, end of the year, illness mere should overseer of the poor ut Fort Madison, manage somehow to be on hand w hen onlv been here a short time when he
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
The divorce of W. E. Corey, presi
43 Exchange place, has returned from be some unforeseen delay in carrying la., says: "Dr. King's New Life Pills It Is convened."
was culled home by the sudden death dent of the I'nited States
PER TON
$6.50
Steel cor
they act more
A full Interchange of Ideas was then of his wife.
h trip through the west and south-wen- t. out our development, we shall be able are rightly named; good
poration, by his wife.
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
and make had as to the best method of proce
He visited mining camps In to Increase this estimate to at least u agreeably, do more
PER TON
The pending divorce case of R.
$6.50
one feel better than any other laxa- dure to secure early statehood
Colorado, Nevada. Arizona. California million tons."
for IXEATTATIOX I 'OR MAX'S
Gulic, prominent
theatrical man
tive." Guaranteed to cure bilious- New Mexico, In which Colonel George
W il l: MAY
.U SE CAPTl RE. ager.
and New Mexico .spending some time
ness und constipation. 2!ie at all drug W. Pilchard. Jose Ignacio Garcia, J.
at Rhyolite, which Is owned by CharLove for her daughters, strange us
The sensational stories printed in
stores.
les M. Schwab.
COURT
W. Akers, M. S. Salnzar and others It may seem in view of her actions, connection with the marriages
SUPREME
of Miss
finalsuggestions,
In the course of a chat with n
valuable
made
and
may make Mrs. Lee Redwine the Magee, Miss Alice Thaw. Miss Lucy- Our KOUtill 1H1V work don's have ly
following
were
Globe reporter Mr. Taylor said that
resolutions
the
means of capturing C. E. Phillips, Carnegie.
be washed over. Imperial Laun- unanimously adopted:
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
NOW IN SESSION to
u crushing amalgamating and cyanide
who is wanted badly by the officers
dry Co.
The recent orgy
crime In Pitts
FOR
plant is in process of erection there
Whereas, the people of New Mexico for assisting Constable Lee Redwine burg, previpltated. of
t25 AND 2.75
Is claimed, by
it
by the Traylor Engineering company,
have demonstrated their desire for to escape, says the Phoenix Republi- the publication of stories telling of
Cured of Lung Trouble.
while at Ely the company is con- AT CAPITAL NO IH'SIXF.SK
'It is now eleven years since I had statehood in the most emphatic man- can.
IS
the city's marvelous weath.
structing a one thousatnd ton concena narrow escape from consumption," ner at the recent election, by giving
Mrs. Kedwiiit b..s a mother's strong
THAN SAUTED
ADJOl'HN M EXT
The breach of promise suit against
favagainst
voe
26,195
14.735,
in
a
of
trating plant for the Glroux Consolapwrites c. O. Floyd, a leading business
uffectioii for her daughter, and to
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thereof,
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Mr. Traylor believes that the
under
pear In the probate court and flgnt negie partners."
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total
of
and
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Glroux mines are the source of a
the efforts of Mrs. Ella Roone,
The supreme court of New Mexico down in weight to 135 pounds, and
great mineral deposit of copper, the met in adjourned session at 2 o'clock coughing was constant, both by day
cast at that election, proves that mother, to have I lie rild placed In
NURSERY PRODUCTS
present
terripopulation
the
of
the
only
takFinally I began
vein showing on Tuesday afternoon In chambers at the and by night.
other hands, she m'l-- t remain :ii
ng Dr. King's New Discovery, and tory Is more than ample for separate Phoenix.
the property of the Glroux company, capltol. There were present:
Headquarters for Low Prices
and is the source of a secondary dePhillips has been unable to leave
Chief Justice William J. Mills, As- continued this for about six months, New Mexico statehood.
FRUIT
AND
Hesolved, That we are willing and the city for several days.
SHADE
TREES,
posit occurring In the large quartz sociate Justices Joohn It. McFie, when my cough and lung trouble were
All that
Varnishes,
porphyry deposits lying below the Im- Frank W. Parker. William H. Pope, entirely gone and I was restored to ready to perform our part In the - prep- keeps him here Is his infatuation for SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS. on Leather,
mense vein, consisting of the proper- Edward A. Maun.
Sena, my normal weight. 170 pounds. aration of a constitution for New- Mex- Mrs. Redwine, who was to have left BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW. Brushes and Jap-a-Ia- c
Jose D.
ties of the Giroux Consolidated and of clerk of the court, was ut his post. Thousands of persons are healed ico at such time us shall appear most the city with him. but was prevented N. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER
by the step which Mrs. Roone took In STREET.
the Nevada Consolidated, which it ad- Deputy United States Marshal II. V. every year. Guaranteed by all drug- proper and convenient.
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the formulation of
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neers who, in the opening up of the the term and court adjourned sine
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ter
tory of the camp, realized the possi- The January. ISO", term convened at STORE.
Tuesday morning at 10 o'clock.
With the little daughter
bilities of this now great district, 10 o'doeok this morning.
o
Tuesday.
Session of
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Storm and the Awful Expert
ence of a Mining Man In
Escaping Death.

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

About 1 p. m. last Monday Alex,
ttatcllff. the well known mining man,
started from l'rcscott In a livery rig
for Maxton, says the Prcscoti Coursold at I.V60. Hgulnst $.V6! late last ier.
He arrived there Just before
week.
Medium class Mexican ewes dull., found that he could get no
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rying enough wool to round them out raging, the cold was biting and he
nicely, sell readily at $6.LT. to $6.50, could not see his hand before him in
buyers substituting Ihcm for coarser the driving snow. His wet"' clothing
Nome. Alaska.
Jan. 5. A great. for several miles about boiled and
rattling smoking Island,
grades of lambs. I'.eceipts here have quickly became a sheet
cast up by some pow- - bubbled like a seething caldron, and
moderate, and the depression in Ice. and his gloves iro frozen stiff erful subterranean force. Im been close numacli wn Imoivsulhle
price Is in sympathy with the break to his hands. Kv'i. then, he says,
discovered by the crew of the -- Vr-,
As soon as the surrounding water
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today that prices were relatively but one of his ho. sea floundered and Behrlng Sea.
to (he new island, a nartv of five
fell in t'ie sitov. the other became
higher than at that point.
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entangled, and he wa so near frozen named "Perry." is situated about 45 "Pei-t-v.mud., a survev of the tslund
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door locked, broke open the window
Many Albuquerque Readers.
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this offer with Much pleasure Hut I Santa Fe after a two weeks' visit to He had plenty of bedding and crawl
soothing influence of relief.
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will Be very glad if you allow to me her mother and sisters.
ed into It. where he remained for two
suffering from '.telling piles,
After
$2 Dollars more and send me as
visMiss Anita Haca. who was here
days and a half before he was dis
From eczema or nny Itchiness of the
voucher for sum of $42 if you will do iting Mr. and Mrs. Amudo Much, has covered.
skin.
this with me. Hut if you do not returned to her home in Santa Fe.
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Donn's Ointment lias soothed hunsend My money on 4 days or S.
He made no tire, for the
who was In Santa Fe on business, re- nothing.
dreds.
"Your very truly
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turned to this city Monday night.
Here's what, one Albuquerque citizen
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Two expert Australian boomerang chimney top to keep out the snow and
A. M. Whitcomb, nursery, corner of
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ho could not got out to remove It.
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He will go the Trinidad- One of his partners in Trinidad, C. L. Hoswell.
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BECKER

O. A. Q LEYGTE R
REAL,

HOTEL

New Management, Nsrenber

ESTATE
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room S, Cromwell Block, Albnquarqua
Automatic Telephone. 174.
INSURANCE,

I, 1906

Oppoalto tti Bant rm Depot
ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
BKLKN, M. M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTAVfe
LOANS.
'
Automatic phone 481.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Baildlaav

X

Every Woman

MAUGEK

with Raaoe ft Manner.
Offlo, 115 North First
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

thirty-sevent-

j

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY

BAMBMOOK BROM. Promt.
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLB
8ADDLE HOR8ES SPECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties aad
at special ratea on week days.
Auto Phone 804.
No. 112 John

A. E. WALKER,
rmm

IN9URANGK.
Secretary Mutual BuikUng Issiisi
tfotu Office at 117 Weet XaUraoa

COMING IN OUT

OF THE COLD arenue.
appreciate a perfectly heated
house, but it Is not every houB that
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
is properly warmed. If yours is lacking In any way, or If you are undecided what la the beat system to In LIVER T, SALE, FEED AND TRANS
stall in a new house and need infor
FER STABLES.
mation that Is trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble. Hones and Mules Bought and
We are specialists for hot water, hot
changed.
air and steam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN TUB CUT.
between Railroad aad
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co Second Street,
Copper ATenue.
we
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MARKET LETTER
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Special Correspondence.
Kansas City Stock Yards, Jan. 7.
The cattle market has been strong
and healthy lately, under moderate
receipts and u good demand, until to
day. The run last week was less than
40.000 head, and all kinds made a
small gain, stockers and feeders do
ing the best, gaining 5 to 13 cents.
Today the supply is i 1.000 head, with
heavy supplies of fed stuff elsewhere,
and the market on fed cattle rc to 15c
lower: stock grades and feeders
The bulk
steady to a shade lower.
of the supply today is stockers and
feeders, which branch of the trade
lias been In the best condition lately,
and better able to stand a heavy
run.
Panhandle and Colorado offer
ings are very scarce today, but there
are two trains of New Mexicans here,
e
These were composed of
feeders mainly, weighing close U00
pounds, black ;attle selling at $4.45
The market oti
and reds at $4
country kinds Is iivw m the beat point
Top feil steera
tnUcfccA this winter.
are Helling ut $5 HO to $.25; medium
class fed steers, $4.S5 to $.V50. Cold
cr weather and normal receipts wtll
soon put the cuttle ninrkrt on a firm
basis, as th decline today is because
nt the heavy run at all points.
was
i
The sheep supply last
iu.000 head, market averaging about
steady, but with weaker indication.
marThe supply today is k.koa
ket on w ethers nearly steady, ewes 5c
lower, lambs 10c to lie lower, tine
lambs from Monte
lot of
Vista sold at $7.10 today against $7.20
for the same htuft Friday, while
Kansas ltd western wether
high-grad-

m
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Str.

Maaonlo Building, North Third

Surest and aulckest Our for U
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
1 I
fI III
II

212 North Second

No.

KILLthe COUGH

j

well-know-

Few Words

A

st

-

and all kinds of saddlery supplies.
You ought to see what a fine
buggy we can give you for $5fi. 00.

OSOe0C4H4B444044

its Location

BELEN IS

MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.. AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO,
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BEI.EK 12 THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, FLOCR. WHEAT. WINE. BEANS AND HAY
ITS IMPORTANCE-AIN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
31
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COME

TO BELEN, N. M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

Ptes

WM. M. BERGER,

A Railway

B

Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND 80UTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THB CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANT OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL WB NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIR-

provement Co.
jQHN BECKER,

H

K4K4K40444K4K4Ke
04KK4K4K4a44C4K4

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

Sec'y.
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Believe Us

A M llOOIi TKACIIf.U.
'ltji. N. J., Jan.'
In St.

LOCAIi AND

l

EVENING CITIZEN.

11 Gl

JANUARY

t,

l7.

Jersey
Peters church here today the inar-rlng- o
took place of Congressman J.
A. Hamill, of the New Jersey district
We can save you money
and Miss May Josephine Mylotte
ago
a
who was until a few days
Attend tho Elk" metlng tonight.
teacher In the Jersey City high school.
In
Is
(1. K. Nut'vell of Wnewiiter
Miss Mylotte Is an extremely attrac
tive young lady and congratulations In the purchase of a Piano
town.
IJen Hlrlckfadfii rnmi' In yesterday are being showered on her.
from m Vegas.
In addition to the tremendous price reduction on Suits
You will need a pair of rubbers be
Joseph lllho Is In Albuquerque fore
and overcoats, which amount to 50 per cent on some
Is over. When the time
winter
Largest
Stock
Carry
the
from Uernallllo.
,
comes we want you to remember that i We
of them, we want to call your attention to these specials:
Joseph Hpencer Is here from El we have a full line of men's rubber of New PianOS
OtlOWn
I
1'nso on business.
s
boots, overshoes and Arctlc3, women
fL; "T"
Hon. W. H. Chllders Is Bt Santa Fe. and children's rubber shoes and Arc- - n 1 nl1 1 TUUry.
the
of
term
attending the January
tics and women's foot holds. C. SECONDHAND Pianos
at
supreme court.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
your own
All of our Men's and Boy's Sweaters, nothing reserved.
J. U. Teasdale, the well known St. avenue.
Louis traveling man, Is once more
Take
them at exactly half their former selling price. They
buy
SEE US betore you
Goodclassify
TOO IjATK
visiting his Albuquerque patrons.
for
to $3. 50 and are now exactly
were
year
one
75c
HOlf.
for
Or
lease
FOR
RENT
was
here
Mrs. I.. '. Armljo, who
cottage.
Sixth
N.
915
A
re
visiting relatives and friends, has
Btreet.
Mrs. John Cunco.
turned to her' home In Santa Fe.
damp-proo- f
very commust speak
A
clerk:
WANTED
W.
n.
Newlee.
H.
Engineers
Civil
Boys Shirts and Waists. We have about 20 dozen of Boy's
good salary to proper pcr- Spanish
&
v.
ana
Vosse
E.
VV.
II.
Smith.
well.
son. Welller A Benjamin.
Bosom and Negligee Flannel Shirts, also Flannel
Stiff
were
last
here
Vegas
Las
Stewart of
206 W. OoW Arenie
FOR SALE Saddle pony; young and Eitibtlihed 1900
night.
worth from 90c to $1.25. The prices are cut exactWaists,
Box Calf, Vici
of
201 East Railroad
sound: 110.
.T
Swifts
A. Scales, representing
on these goods.
in
ly
two
avenue.
Packing company. Is on a- business
Colt.
Genuine American block, per
trip to the northern New- Mexico
Kotice to the Public.
ton ... .
towns.
..' . ... . .S8.50
I hereby serve notice to the. public
S0.50
Yes, and some much cheaper
The Optic says: Miss ltertha Papen- that I will not be responsible for any Cerrllloa Lump
$8.50
i
Men
suffers from a sprained wrist, sus- debts contracted by my wife In the Anthracite Nnt
-Boy's Caps
Men's Caps
25 Cents
Anthracite mixed
talned while practicing basket bull- future.
Anthracite,
Albuquer.anil
store
..furnace
CLINE.
game
II.
the
with
FRANK
for the
worth
in
the
house
boy's
cap
man
and
Kvery
50c to $1.00,
Blues
,....$9.50
queans.
WINIMJW; THEN Clean Gus Coke
price.
ridiculous
this
at
Boys $6.00
LOOK
AT
Ol
ll
Misses
reRabbi Jacob II. Kaplan, whose
l'LKASE
WOOD.
Darbarlan C'OMK IN WK WILL
In the
cent utterances
Also plenty of good things in Underwear, Hosiery and
KEMPENICIL
Green Mill Wood, per load ... .$2.23
brought him so much unfavorable no VOl'. L.
$2.75
per
Wood,
Dry
load
If you fail to take advantage of this sale you
Mill
Neckwear.
toriety, left the city last nignt ior
MISLIN AMI CAMRItlC l.Mi:H Factory Wood, per load
$3.00
away money.
throwing
simply
are
SNOW,
.Il'ST
AS
Denver.
WKAIt, WIIITK
&
Get your tickets for the grand FROM THE FACTORY. AT I'lUCKS
W.
1,
concert at Elks' theater Friday nlgth THAT DEFY COMPETITION.
Both rhones.
3 at Matson's. Reserved scats, 11; gen- KEMPENICIL
eral udmlsslon, 75 cents.
'
NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE,
Primary Meetings.
Seats for the concert to be given
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY, ECONO- 8, 1907.
M.,
N.
Jan.
Albuquerque,
Friday evening by the St. John's
OPEN
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Primaries of the people's party to MICAL, EXCELLENT FOR W.
r.ulld. will be on sale at Matson's nominate
JI.
Justices of the peace and GRATES, $0. PER TON.
morning
at
Friday
store
book
constables In precincts Nos. 12 and HAHN & CO.
o'clock.
26, of Bernalillo county, are hereby
to
leave
will
Successor to
Hon. Solomon Luna
called to meet on Wednesday evening,
revvm
ana
night for New York city,
January 9. at 7:30 o'clock.
4-main until Mrs. Luna is well enough
In Precinct 12, at the City Hall, to
Is
to return to this city. Mrs. Luna
be called to order by B. Ruppe.
nicely.
reported as getting along
In precinct No. 26, at 2081V W.
Judge Ira A. Abbott of the district Oold avenue, to be called to order by
court will be at his chambers In the F. Q. Pratt.
115-1- 17
All voters living In said precincts.
court house today. Tonight, however,
he will leave for Santa Fe to attend respectively, who affiliated with the
Between Railroad and Ccppar A ve.
people's party at the last election, are
the session of the supreme court.
or
By
earnestly"
to
attend.
requested
of 719
Mr. and Mrs. P. Giraldi,
Committee.
West Gold avenue, are reveling in der of the Central
F. H. MITCHELL,
Mr.
smiles of a baby girl.
the
Chairman Central Committee.
representai t. y. M:YN.nn
Glraldl Is southwestern
GEO. W. IIICKOX
J. E. ELDEH,
tive for Bull Durham smoking to
Secretary.
bacco.
Mississippi.
of
Mrs. Calvin Chilton,
DON'T MISS THIS CIIAXCK- who will give a monodramlst recital WIIITK SAI.K AT L. KKMI'F.XICH'S.
HICKOX-AUYNAR- D
at the Congregational church this
evening, arrived from the eaBt on the
If you want good, substantial,
bread, get It from the
MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
California limited this afternoon and home-mad- e
NEW
New Home Bakery.
Is quartered at the Alvarado.
em
s
o
Steven Easton, who has recently
MUSLIN
ANNUAL
IXDKROUR
been appointed ranger for the newly WKAIt AND WIIITK WOODS SALE.
Watches for Repairs
Send in
created Mount "Taylor reserve. Is in THURSDAY, lOtli TO 2flth.
L.
the city. Mr. Easton Is an experien KKM I'KXICJf .
ced range rider, having formerly held
o
a similar position on the Jemez
DR AW Kits, 23c TO S3.00; GOWNS.
SOCTII SECOND ST.
THE ARCH FRONT
2,--c
TO $7.50: SKIRTS. 50c TO
In Rear of Store
Every resident of Albuquerque SIO.OO; CORSET COVKHS. 80 TO
oppor
$:t.0. L. KK.MUKMCII.
should take advantage of the
tunity to hear Miss Claude Albright
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
opera
In grand concert work at Elks'
house next Friday evening. Tickets ELEPHANT.
c.
to any part of the house tl each. On ItUTTER CUSTOMERS WANTED.
GO.
sale at Matson's.
disposing
of the Matthew Jersey
In
A. B. Renchan and Mrs. llenehan, Dairy, I reserved a number of richly
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
after a week spent In Albuquerque, bred Jersey cows, with the Intention
returned to their home at Santa Fe of making a gilt edge article of table
last evening. Mr. Renehan has been butter, and desire a limited number
acting as one of the counsel here of customers for same. Butter will
for the Arizona and Colorado railroad be sold at 40 cents per pound, deliv
will
in its case against the Denver and ery twice weekly.
Buttermilk
when desired.
Rio Grande.
also be furnished
Stockholders of the State National Phone Red 187 or address J. E. MAT
and THEW, CITY.
bank met yesterday afternoon
elected directors for the ensuing
MONEY TO LOAN.
year .as follows: O. N. Marron. WillIn sums to suit, upon Improved city
iam Farr, J. A. Welnmann, I. A. Dye, real
or other satisfactory se
J. A. Hubbs, Frank H. Strong, E. A. curity.estate,
Apply to the undersigned, No.
Miera, C. H. Harbison, J. B. Hern-do- 601, corner
Sixth street and Huntn'
avenue.
in
the
mare
best
you
want
the
Do
JUAN GARCIA.
T. J. Shlnlck Is offering his
city?
sale.
well-bre- d
mares
for
driving
The ladies of the Presbyterian.
to be proper! jrpreprelliould be mod
Fittings-Ste- am
"Action" holds the matinee record for church will serve lunch and sell home
in a Muniilng, Bowman Chafing Dih.
Alwayiijracjy.noworrylpitabout Bres.
gone
half
having
here,
the
trotters
aprons
cooking
Woman's
the
at
and
a
few
a
minute
roateli, ud to
8: apl
They are warranted Exchange, corner of Fourth and Rail
mile In 1:07.
the
sound and gentle for women to drive. road avenue, on Thursday, Jan. 24.
Call and see them, at 219 Copper
Manning, Bownan& Go.
RANCH EGGS.
For fresh eggs, one or two days old
This morning Mrs. J. F. Palmer,
T. Harger, 12th
wife of the North First street grocery phone Black 102. J. road.
merchant, received a telegram an- street and Mountain
dainty moraet to regale
hva produced
your guest, lie sure toaee that your
nouncing the death of her mother,
We do it right. ROUGH DRY. Im- dinting oih ia aupnllrd with the
Mrs. Susan M. Johnson, at Yorkvllle, perial Laundry
patented tiaatlMt "I vorr" mmmmm-oCo.
The
III., at the age of 90 years.
pn found only In
fiol
Bowman & Co. Chafing Vlahea,
funeral will take place at Yorkvllle
WHITE GOODS AND MUSLIN
AL
FOR
Friday afternoon at 1 o'clock. The UNDERWEAR, ETC., ETC. LARG
mi
bereaved Albuquerque daughter has EST ASSORTMENT IN CITY. SALE
the symathy of a host of friends in STAKT S THURSDAY
OF
THIS
' her present affliction.
11TSOouth
WEEK. JAN. 10. L. KEMPENICIL
tie.40S,
Jot,
North
It was
Late yesterday afternoon
A working man with $100.00 cash
learned that A. J. Little, formerly a
business.
special agent for the State Life Insur- can have Interest In paying
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
ance Co., of Indianapolis, Ind., with No scheme. Experience unnecessary.
Junk Co., 606 South
headquarters In Albuquerque, has re- Albuquerque
wsmiBsjsjsjsjsai cently
am
been appointed general agent Second street.
o
of the company for the state of MichFor a few days we will pay from
igan, with headquarters In Detroit. $2.00 to $20.00 a ton for iron. As
THE
Mr. Little left Albuquerque about six usual, we pay the highest
possible
weeks since. His new position, which prices for any and all kinds of
to
Is
said
entails much responsibility.
metals, r2s, clothing, magazines, etc.
be a highly remunerative one and his Albuc.uerque Junk Co., 606 Sou,.h.
friends here are pleased to receive Second street.
RAILROAD AVE
the news of his good fortune.
FEE" HOT CHOCOLATE, WAL
DR. C. II. CONNOR
Glaaa,
Clocks,
Jewelry,
SllTerwar. We lnrlte
Cat
Diamonds, Wsteac
TON'S DRUG STORE.
OSTEOPATH.
your trad and (narante A SQUARE DEAL.
Rooms S and 4, N. T. Armljo building.
THE BAMBINI COMPANY

PERSONAL

NOW

shoe: s

IS I

TODAY

tver

AT HALF PRICE

pricesalmost

We have a splendid line of Shoes suitable
this time of the year. They have
year Welt extension soles and cork cushions

to

One

Do It Today

and
which make them
fortable. They look stylish, fit and wear
The uppers are made either
Kid or Patent

AT HALF PRICE

Lindemann,

Learnard

COAL
w

2.75 to &4.00
2.50 to 4.00
1.50 to 2.50
1.25 to

111

.

THAT KEEP THE FEET WARM

For
For Women and
For
For Children and Youths

I UULiLill

fi

......

AT HALF PRICE

v

1.85

H. HAHN

CO.

Largest Line of Candy in the City
C. N. BRIGHAN

Trotter

4 F, F.

SUGAR

CONFECTIONERY

NORTH FIRST STREET

Stoves and Steel Ranges

CO.

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES

Your

Wagon Covers,

TIN SHOP

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

,

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

WflHIIlTlMlEY

9O

O

O

n.

O

A Rarebit

Chafing Dish

lel

Man-ma-

ALBUQUEROUE

mm

RfllPj&lMY

Whn1gg1ft and Retail

HARDWARE

and Water
Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Mailorders Solicited

g,

HARDWARE

GO.

Diamond

Palace

We are taking account of stock
this week Our special clearance
sale will begin Monday, January
All broken items at prices
which will appeal to you.
14

rirtO,trt
rirtU00t

Albuquerque,

tieMexlco

People Are
Rapidly Learning

Makes a specialty of cleaning,
pressing and repairing garments for
both ladles and gentlemen, ami every
garment Is thoroughly sterilized, in it
cleansing.
Prices are satisfactory;
goods called for and prompt dellvery
made. Monthly club rates on appli
cation.
A special
Suits made to order.
cutter employed for this purpose.
Telephone No. 490. No. 109 West,
Railroad avenue, upstairs.

HO

AT

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
W. 1. Allen, Vox 202, Albuquerque.

10 lbs. Nice

$1.00.

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHANGED

Aitetlallon Offltw
Traaimelloat

Caaraaftto

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
ROSEKFIEID'S,

1

1

8 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
(Af . TMK
COLOMBO HALL
Admtoloi 50c

DANCING SCHOOL

Li lies Free

That water chilled by contact with ice is
much more wholesome than water into
which ice is put directly.

SealsHpt Oysters
Are the only Oysters shipped without ice or preservatives put directly
in the receptacle with them. This is possible only through the use of

Sealshipt Oyster Carrier.
"Once a Sealshipt customer, always a Sealshipt customer."
Try Sealshipt Oysters once and you will never accept any other kind.
Sealshipt Oysters Fresh Every Morning at the

0

